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Dentist,

weeks ago the Denver Audtori
the scene of a magnificent ao
SORWAT,
Carloads were there exhibit
to 13—1 to i.
Hour»-»
«1
that
the people of Colorado might
jflc*
know the extent and value of one of tht
r. smith.
state s newer industries.
Then came The First Annual AmeriAttorney at Law,
can Apple C ongress in Denver
he last
MAINE.
v„KU VY.
three days of last we. k. Some 200 deleCollections a Speclaltj
gates were present, eight of them wo(ferno
men.
The congress was composed of
A PARK.
people of marked intelligence, people
who have accomplished
wonders an
Attorneys at Law,
Naturally most of the
fruit-growers.
MAINE.
were
from
new
west
the
KKTHKû,
delegates
tilery C. Pirk.
Governor Shafroth
addressed
the
AJItaon Ε H· rrlck.
convention on behalf of the state, sayV \\. ROUNDS,
ing that it was fitting that the firit
apple congress should be held iu Colorado which stands at the head of the
Dentist,
Kx-Governor
apple growing states.
ME.
NORWAY,
Adams of Colorado, a felicitous speakIIaTIUWaT I'.LiK'K,
noted for saying things worth hear
-211 r er,
nfllre H"Ur»—> to 13—1 to 5.
mg whenever he opens his inouth in
public, took for his subject: "Apples
as an asset."
Apples he said mean the
,
maximum of production and the miniSmall holdiugs devoted
mum of waste.
Me.
to high production make ideal com
14 Main St., Norway,
muuines and raise the standard of citizenship. "A little land and a living" i«
the modern slogan of the tillers of the
•oil. Where the best apples are grown
there are raised the best people. A man
with an acre and a liking for work has
I no time for anarchy; and an apple orI chard is a better place for discipline
Ail Kin Ν of Pipe Repairing, Leati than the deck of a battleship. Knowledge in an apple orchard is a power as
and Iron.
I elsewhere, lie said that the apple crop
of 1M*} was 69,000,000 barrels when
Ttl«|>hou« 134-11.
there were 09,000,000 people in the counyear the output was only
I -i,000,000 barrels, only one barrel to
j. WALDO
leach four persons. The twentieth cenhe said, will be the age of the
I apple and Colorado will be the center of
I the apple universe. Then he went on to
say that the apple should be an article
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
lor every day diet and humorously classiNORWAY. fied the Frenchified bills of fare gotten
Telephone Connection.
I up by American chefs as barbaric.
One of the speakers pointed out the
I
I fact that there is not a grocery in the
most obscure portion of the United
I States that does not have on exhibition
bunch of bananas, while multitudes
S

me

um was

MAINE,

Κ

view of the great Rocky Mountain range with Long'· Peak ai a centerpiece, and then aoroM into City Park
with ite museum, its many pheasants
from many lands, destined to become
the wild game bird of this region, past
the enc'osures, slowly now, where numerous animals are ia sight, from black
bear and mountain lion to wolf coyote
aud deer; then to one's own hostelry
satisfied, safe and happy.
The president for the next congress is
chief justice and former governor of
New Mexico, Hon. L. B. Prince, who
should come to this office through
heredity, since his forefathers started
the orchards of Flushing, Long Island,
Ν. Y
more than a century ago, from
which have been disseminated the fruit
trees that have come to bless humanity
in America.
O. Howabd.

superb

j^RRICK

p>;

Win. C. Leavitt Co.,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.

I

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist, Jtury,
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Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

people scarcely ever
|"f
I All this is to be changed

an apple.
and it is to be

taste

the time will come when
hoped
every man, woman and child in the naI tion will eat at least one apple daily.
1 r was contended that in the lonsç run the
I apple is the best fruit we have; for like
I bread it is always welcome and never
permanently cloys, while one soon tires
I of bananas and oranges.
Edgar Buchanan of Durango, Colo.,
I told his experience in raising apples at
I an elevation of 0700 feet, where for years
I lie had not suffered front frosts and his
apples were of the finest in flavor and
that

M Prices in Oird County. J
NORWAY, MAINE.

A Reliable Remedy

keeping qualities.
Γο head off damage by frosts when
fruit trees are in bloom the smudge pot
has beeu invented. At a considerable

FOR

CATARRH

I expense the orchardist provides bunIdreds or thousands of perforated sheetI irou basins, the Troutmau emuJ^e-pot
I having a central liue, very efficacious,
and when there ie a prospect of A killing
I frost, coal fires are kindled iu these
I iiumlge-pots and kept smudging as long
laa the mercury runs low. About one
I smudge is started for each four tree*,
I 'bus keeping the Frost King iu the background. A visitor to the fruit belt of
I southwestern Colorado states that the
I spring of the present year was one of
I peculiar hardship to the orcbardists, as
I the smudge-pots were in use at times
I for about six weeks
As a matter of course a portion of the
I yearly apple crop must be put in cold
I storage to meet the needs of the community. It seemed to be the general
that only good apples should
■ opinion
e**r be put upon the market assorted in
three grades: extra faucy, fancy and
The state of Idaho basa law
I choice.
placing a penalty of «500 on the shipper
a carload of wormy apples
sends
who
I
This congress discuss*
I
tlle matter of a similar law for other
states.
There seemed to be some fear that the

Balm

.orbed.
C:te· fiwtl at Once.
'"·
ill* -, Sootll««,
11

aud

protect*
XV*d 1UVIUr.tilting from Catarrh and drives
:iColtl iu the Head quickly. Keaiore·»
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1 closed recently another year of institute work, nnder the auspices of the
office of commissioner of agriculture for
I have noted for
the state of Maine.
several years the work of this office, and
write with the feeling that It has done a
great serv.ce to the state. Commissioner A. W. Oilman has made a great commissioner of agriculture. With a clear
vision, he saw that the agricultural resources of Maine were those of great

possibilities very imperfectly developed.
With a patient diplomacy worthy of a
Talleyrand iu his better methods, he be-

harmonizing the discordant farm
forces, uniting them in a broad policy of
a
progressive agricultural movement.
gan by

His own personally has been kept in the
background while others, selected with
the skill of a born organizer, of special
tastes or talents, have been put forward
to lead in advanced work in the several
departments of productive agriculture
and of economic work. There a Thompson and a Merrill have vitalized the dairy
work, established cow-test associations,
seed and stock-breeding organizations,
aud have made them a power for good.
Prof, ditchings has centered the attention of the east in the fruit industry and
set in motion modern processes in orcharding, while Captain Philbrook has
marshaled his battalions of moth exterminators as he did those of the army,
doing as effective work with the limited
means at command as could be expected,
and more. In institute work, his motto
hue beeu "the best," and Maine farmers
have had the counsel of the ablest farm
thinkers and speakers of the country.
Comparisons are often odious, and
so I may say, with due and courteous
consideration of the states, that no state
of the east—and it may be doubted if
any state—has surpassed Maine in the
forward move in its varied agricultural
features. The impulse to better things
is on in the state. In no direotion could
endeavor serve the state more than attention to the technical education of its
farm youths.
1 have noted his friendly attitude to
the State College of Agriculture, and
especially the interest taken in secondary
education in elements of agriculture in
the common schools. A broad general
policy of forward movement of farm interests has been pursued.
Nor should it be overlooked that in
fostering fairs, he has stood for the exclusion of the immoral elements that
are so nauseating to decent citizeas, and
has stoutly applied his power under the
law.
This free expression of opinion by a
uou resident is from one who, for 30
year*, has mingled at irregular periods
with Maine farmers, for whom be has an
unaffected and high esteem, and who
sees iu the agricultural resources of the
state, latent resources, too little appreciated by the major portion of its citiI count it a pleasure, as an obzens.
server, to pay this tribute to Commissioner Oilman. These are my sole reasons for this intrusion, if such it may be
esteemed. If at times I may bave seemed effeminately sentimental over New
Kuglaud agriculture, it is because of the

noble part of those associated with it,
and of the greatness of its future, if we
Mr. Oilman has been a potent
so will it.
force for its advancement.—J. W. Sanburn, Uilmaotou, Ν. II., in Maine Parmer.

The Dual-Purpoae Animal.
AH breed β of cows or horses have admirer?, who point with pride to record*
made by their favorites. Every breed

and type has its special good qualities
and peculiar weakoesaea, and no one of
them is beet adapted to all localities, or
to all branches of dairying.
Whatever breed may be chosen for the
dairy or for any other purpose, the individual animals sLould be good of their
kind. I emphasize the word good, be
cause on that depends the future of

railroads would not always grant proper
transportation privileges, ami au inwhere one shipper
stance was given
could not obtain cars for sbippiug bis
Jl
holding and thereby lost $30,000 It
was declared as a case of "pure cussadKirat CI*)· Fare fl.OU carl» way.
ness." A multitude of interesting facts
N*>-:iiuship.ii*OV. DINGLEY and BAY were
given by the various speakers, dairying.
Port
STATE leave Prankliu Wharf,
dealing with locatiou of orchards, qualOf course, a good pure-bred animal is
land, week days at 7 P. M.
ity and elope of orchard sites, varieties the best, but a poor specimen of any
seaand
markets
the
various
for
suited
Returnlxic
breed, no matter if its pedigree is ax
sons and manner of handling, packing
and written
Leave Central Wharf, Denton, week and marketing. Women are the best long as Brooklyn bridge
with gold letters, is worth less than a
days at 7 P. u.
fruit-packers because they are more
scrub.
Through tickets on sale at principe gentle. Cold storage plants in iransit good
Just what breed a man should keep
are a necessity.
railroad stations.
for dairying is not for you and me to
A dollar's worth of apples is better
J Κ LI SCO Μ Β, General Agent,
but for the man who is going to
say,
than a dollar's worth of beefsteak.
Portland, Me.
Why? Because he knows the locabuy.
aud
be
more
direct
There should
buyiug
the character of the pastures, (Le
tion,
cut
must
be
middleman
the
and
selling,
care that will be given to the herd and
Mr. Richardson stated that he
out.
whether the product to be marketed is
considered the following the best appies
milk, butter or cheese. More than this,
Ben
Black
commercial
for
HUB
purposes:
Everybody to save their HAGS,
he has, as every farmer should, a parWinesap, Jonathan, Delicious ticular breed, a certain type of that
Ma ! Davis,
BKk> AND METALS for rue.
BuMr.
Golden.
aud
Grimes'
Apple,
orders promptly attended to. I also buy chanan suggested that orchardists should breed that Oils his eye.
If he gets what be wants, what be
raise more Bartlett pears as they give
NORMAN N. KLAIN,
Poultry.
thinks is best adapted to his conditions,
much better returns than apples. His
& lyr.
Box 817, Norway, Maine.
he settles down to make thoie cowa do
suggestion of a better list of apples than something; be looks after all their
the one mentioned would be: Wagner,
In fact, they become a part of
wants.
Northern Spy, Northwest Greening aud
K. w 1HA.KDLER,
his life. He talks about them at every
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Mcintosh Red.
William H. Barnes of the Kansas
State Horticultural Society contributed
"American apples for
a paper entitled:
all creation." It was an enthusiastic
bummer. He said that one hundred
years ago only 22 varieties of apples
were cultivated iu the United Slates,
mostly brought from France; now we
have 2200 varieties. The old seedling is
of the past. The area upon
a thing
which apples may be grown is almost as
as
the temperate zone.
wide
Orcbardists do n >t love their fruit
trees when not in fruit, forgetting that
the fruit buds are formed in June and
July for the following year's crop.
The same is true of the strawberry, and
still some people allow their fowls to
pasture their strawberry beds all winter,
and then wonder that they have no fruit
the next vear. The man to grow apples
is the man that loves them. Don't be
stingy of your land, spray and smudge
and handle the fruit like eggs. A man
near Topeka paid #500 for an orchard,
This year he sold from that orchard
One dealer
fruit to the value of $!> 000.
was mentioned who had not done much

and when people won't
listen to him, he goes to the tie-up and
talks to tbem.
Though many attempts have been
made to develop a breed of cattle, profitable for both beef and milk, success along
this line has not been reached; aod as it
seems more than ever probable that such
will never be developed, it is
a breed
wise for a dairyman to stick to the true

opportunity,

dairy type.

In this state as everywhere else, the
grade cows are of a higher standard
than the average pure-blood, because the
man raising grades does not keep a calf
unless it is a good speoimen of its kind,
while breeders of pure-blooded stock
can find some amateur dairyman to buy
their
stuff, on the records of its

poor
ancestry.
The Jersey, although a small producer, is generally of a high butter-fat
test, and being an economic producer, is
a great favorite among butter makers
and creamery patrons.
The Uolsteins are noted for their larga
er milk production, but on account of

low butter-fat test are most popular
among milk men.
the present season, shipping only 15,000
Among the butter making breeds, we
barrels, whereas some seasons he ship- dnd
Guernseys, Ayrshires, etc. Those
ped 50,000 barrels. Mr. Barnes believes io this state who are trying to make the
in raising millions of apples for millions beef
industry flourish, And the Here
of people.
ford, Shorthorn and Devon very adaptan
was
it
noon
Saturday
Just before
able to thia climate, and inclined to take
nounced that the autoi of the Real Es- on flesh under fair conditions.
convention
at
the
were
tate Kxchango
But there i· a place for tbem all.
doors ready to give the delegates an
would not be complete if any
The writer re- Dairying
auto tour of Denver.
Do not
one breed were taken away.
ceived a courteous invitation, and ima breed you do not like, or that is
keep
mediately found himself whizzing along not suited to yonr conditiooa. Look
the asphalt pavements of this mile-higli troond, find one that la aod stick to it
oity of 200,000 souls, up bill and dowu, with the tenacity of a boll dog.—P. K.
marvelousiy escaping the charge of man- Baird, Teater Waterville Dairy Improveslaughter, 'breading busy Market Street, ment Association, io Maine Farmer.
hun
almost rubbing tbe noses of the
o·
dreds of team horses lining either side
The Secretary of Agricolture says
ι
the way, sometimes dashing along at
th<· that there are now fifty cow-testiug
never
but
equalling
tifty-mile clip,
.iHsociations in the United State·, of
(S3 miles per hour of which the machines which those In Maine are among the
Here we go past thou
were capable.
churcl best orgaoiaed and the moat success
aands of splendid residences, past
fui. Tbe Maioe department of agri
wa>
and hospital, making our noisy
culture made a long step forward in tbe
motorbicycles,
amidst s'reet cars,
of those associations.
all grades organization
cycles, autos innumerable andthe
Cheese
of humanity, away up past
ally in th·
Sunlight ia an
of the park
man memorial in the midst
chicks.
•
ι rearing of jonog
baa
one
where
of the same name,

important
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"Drunk, do you mean?'
"Oh, not exactly drunk, but pretty
wet.
He knew what he was saying,
however.
Can't you give me something more?'
"Nothing." Boyd hurried to his hotel,
α prey to mingled anger and contrition
So Fraser had told the truth, after all,
and with a kind of sullen loyalty had
rhosen to remain under a cloud himself
rather than inform on a friend. It was
quite Id keeping with the fellow's |>e
As It happened.
cullar temperament
Boyd found the two men together and
lost no time In acquainting them with
his discovery.
"I've corw to apologize to you," he
said to Fraser, who grinned broadly
and was seized with a sudden abashEmerment which stilled his tongue.
son turned to Clyde.
"Why did you
permit me to do this Injustice?"
"I—I didn't mean to give out any

secrets—I don't remember doing it,"
"You know
Alton apologized lamely
I can't drink much. I don't remember
a thing about It. honestly."
Boyd re
garded him coldly, but the young
man's penitence seemed so genuine, he

looked so weak,
pitifully Incompe
that the other lacked heart to
chastise him. It requires resistance to
develop heat, and against the absence
of character It Is impossible to create
so

tent,

of emotion.
any
"When you got drunk that night you
not only worked a great hardship on
all of us. but afterward you allowed
me to misjudge a very faithful man,"
"If you can't keep a
declared Boyd
close mouth and do as you are told
sort

back to Chicago."
"Don't climb any higher." admon
lshed "Flnj:erless" Fraser. "He's all
flutfed up n*w. I'll lay you 8 to 1 be
go

don't make another break of the kind."
"No; I was so com-cussed-pletely
pickled that I forgot I even spoke
about the salmon canning business. I'll
break my corkscrew and seal my flask,
and from this moment until we come
out next fall the demon rum and I are
Is that good news?"
"Everything Is a Joke to you. Isn't
"If this trip doesn't
It?" said Boyd.
make a man of you, you'll never grow

divorced.

up."

As If nilllard's conversion had mark
ed the turning point of their luck, the
partners now entered upou a period of
Boyd
almost uninterrupted success
signed his charter, securing a tramp
steamer then discharging at Tacoma;
Bait closed his contracts for Chinese
labor, and the scattered carloads of
material which had been lost en route
or mysteriously laid out on skllngs began to come In as If of their own accord

A brigade of orientals and a miniature army of fishermen had appeared
as If by magic and were quartered In
the lower part of the city awaiting
At the dock one throbbing
shipment.
April evening the Bedford Castle
berthed, ready to receive lier cargo,
and the two men made their way to
ward their hotel, weary, but glowing
with the grateful sense of an arduous

duty well performed. The following
morning would find the wharf swarming with stevedores aud echoing to the
rattle of trucks, the clank of hoists
aud the shrill whistles of the signalmen.

"Looks like they
now," said Bait.

couldn't

stop

us

"We
"It does," agreed Emerson.
ought to clear in four days—that'll be
the 15th."
"It smells like an early spring, too,"
ι he fisherman observed, sniffing the air.
"If it is we'll be In Kalvlk the first
week in May."
"I'm off to tell Cherry." said Boyd.
His course took him past HUllard's
bank, aud when abreast of It he nearly
collided with a man who came hurrying forth. In the well groomed, fiery
haired, plump figured man Emerson
recognized the manager of the North

American Packers' association.
"Good evening, Mr. Marsh."
Ah!
"Ehi
Marsh whirled about
Why. yes. it's Emerson."
Marsh informed Boyd of the anger
of Mildred's father at his canning enterprise and also that Mildred and
Mr. Wayland were to visit Kalvlk on
Emerson was greata yachting tour.
ly amazed at this Information: also he
realized that Marsh had arrived ou
the spot because Hllllard had granted
his opponents their needed loan. The
men

j

separated.

The next morning Bait rushed In on
Emerson with news that the laborers
loading the Bedford Castle had gone
on a strike because the captain, Peasley, rightly refused a demand of $2,000

HARPER

&·

they bit Seattle the police force goes
up Into the residence section and stuffs
cotton In Its ears, because the only
thing that Is strong enough to stand
between a uniform and a fisherman Is
a hllL"
"Can you luduce tbem to work?"
"1 can. ÀU I'm afraid of Is that I
can't induce them to quit
They're
liable to put his freight aboard the
Bedford Castle and then pull down
the dock In a spirit of playfulness and
pile it In Captain Peasley's cabin.
There ain't uo convulsion of nature
that's equal to a gang of Idle fisher-

men."
"When can they begin?"
"Well, it will take me all night to
round tbem up, and I'll have to lick
four or five, but there ought to be a
dozen or two on band In the morn-

roving eye over
the warehouse from the heavy plank
Ing underfoot to the wide spanning
"Yes," he concluded
rafters above.
"I don't see nothing broakable. so 1
ing."

George

cast

a

guess It's safe."
"Would you like me to go with
you ?"
The giant considered him sjHvula
tively. "I don't think so. I ain't nevNo, you better
er seen you In action.
stay here and arrange to guard this
stuff till morning. I'll do the rest"
The following morning, tme to bis
word, the big fellow walked into tht
warehouse followed by a score ot
of burly fishermen.
The big
Bait bore signs of strife.
man's lips wore cut, while back of one
more

a knot had sprung up overnight
like a fungus.
They fell to work quickly, stripping
themselves to their undershirts; they
manned the hoists, seized trucks and
bale books and began their tasks with
Some
a thoroughly nonunion energy.
of them were still so drunk that they
staggered, their awkwardness afford
ear

ing huge sport to
yet even in their
were
surprisingly
sought out Boyd

quired:

their companions,
intoxication they
George
capable.
and proudly In-

"What do you think of them, eh?"
"They are splendid. But where are

the others?"
"Well, there are two or three that
won't be able to get aronnd at all."
He meditatively stroked the Lnuckles
of bis right baud, which were badly
"But the balance will be
bruised.
These are Just the
here tomorrow.
mildest munnered ones—the family
The others will
men. you might say

show up gradual."
The work had not continued many
hours before a stranger made his way
In upon the dock and began to argue
with the first fisherman he met. Boyd,

approaching him. demanded:

"What do you want?"
"Nothing." said the newcomer.
"Tbeu get out."
"What for? I'm Just talking to this

man."
"win you gor
"Say, you can't load that cargo
this way," the man began threaten
Ingly. "And you can't make uie go"At which Emerson seized him by the
collar and quickly disproved the nsser
tlon, to the great delight of the fish
He thrust him out Into the
ermen.
street.
"I'm a union man, and you can't load
"
The stranger
that ship with 'scabs.'
swore as he slunk off.
The tirst actual violence, however,
occurred when the fishermen knocked
off for the noon hour. Boyd called up
the police department, then summoned
Big George. It was with considerable
difficulty that the nonunion crew
fought its way back to resume work
at 1 o'clock.
During the afternoon the strikers
made several attempts to enter the
dock shed, and It required a Arm
stand by the guards to restrain them.
The next morning found the nonunion men out In such force that they
were divided into a night and a day
crew, half of them being sent back to
report later, while among the mountains of freight the work went forBut In time
ward faster than ever
the city awoke to the realization that

conflict was in progress
The handful of fishermen, outnumbered twenty to one and guarded only
by a thin line of pic kets, became a
center of general Interest
It was on the fourth day that Boyd
espied the man in the gray suit among
the strikers and pointed him out to
bis three companions, Clyde and Fra
ser having Joined him and G»Orge In a
a

serious

spirit of curiosity.

Late in the afternoon, without a
moment's warning, the strikers rushed
in a body, bearing down the guards
like reeds.
Emerson and his companions found
themselves carried a» a.v before the onslaught like chips in the surf, then
sucked into a maelstrom where the

first duty was self preservation. Boyd
succeeded in keeping his footing and
eventually fought his way to a backing
of crated machinery, where lie stooped

that freight aboard with my own
hernia before I'll be robbed by a labor
union at the bidding of Willis Marsh."
"Say, will you let me load this ship

my way?" George asked.
"Can you do it?"
Bait's thick Hps drew back from his
yellow teeth In that smile which Emer-

had come to recognize as a bar
blnger of the violent acts that rejoiced

son

his lawless soul.

"Listen," said he. with a chuckle.
"Down the street yonder I've got a

huncftvd fishermen. Half of them are
drunk at this minute and the rest are
hall drunk."
"Then they are of no use to us."
*1 don't reckon you ever seen a herd
of Kalvlk fishermen out of a job, did
you? Well, there's Just two things
they know, fishing and fighting, and

&'t

the

Mlne MUftJk

Wfctn

suddenly spied the man in tho gray
suit, who had climbed upon one of
the freight piles, whence be was scanning the crowd. The man recognized
Emerson and pointed him out. The
next Instant Boyd saw him approaching. followed by several others. Then,
fell back farther, the

struggled upward

steps of the officers.

son."

Boyd waited to hear no more. The
glass door swung open noiselessly un
der his hand, and he stepped out Just
the bill clerk looked up from his
work, staring out through the other
entrance.
was
voice
Fraser's
"Flngerlcss"
"Ar
louder now. as If fur a signal.
What do you mean? Get
rest me?
as

HE COULD ONLY FLINO AN ΑΠΙΙ WEAKLY
ABOVE H IB HEAD.

But it did not
was coming.
descend. Instead he heard a gunshot.
A
weight sank across his calves.
Then, with a final effort, he pulled
himself free and staggered to bis feet,
bis bead rocking, bis knees sagging,
lie saw α man's figure facing bim and
lunged at it to bring up In the arms of

thought

out of my way."
"You'd better come peaceably."
Boyd heard a sharp exolamatlon"Get him. Bill!"—and then the sound
lie ran, followed
of men struggling.
by a roar from the strikers. In whose
full view Eraser's encounter with the
plain clothes men was taking place. A
backward glance showed him that
Fraser had drawn his pursuers to the
street.

Boyd reached Big
wing of the besleglnp
army swept in through the unguarded

Scarcely

had

George when

entrance

a

and dowu the dock like au

avalanche, leaving behind them the
"Fingerless" Fraser."
battling officers and the hungry pack
of
Boyd turned and beheld the body
clamoring for the prisoner.
α man stretched face downward on
"Drop that freight and get aboard
the floor.
Beyond the fellow In the the best way you can!" Boyd yelled at
gray suit was disappearing Into the the fishermen, and, with a bound, was
crowd. Then he saw a gleam of blue out Into the open, crying to Captain
metal In Eraser's beads.
Peasley on the bridge:
Cast off. for
"Give me that gun!" he panted.
"Here they come!
"I may need it myself, and I ain't God's sake!"
The dozen uieu who had been slinggot but tbo one here. Let's get Clyde
out of this."
ing freight ou the dock hastened up
Fraser lifted the young clubman, the gangplank or climbed the fenders,
who was huddled In α formless heap while the signalman clung to the liftas If he had fallen from a great height,
ing tackle and. at the piping cry of his
and together the two dragged bim towhistle, was swung aloft out of the

ward the Bedford Castle.
That night under glaring headlines
the evening papers told the story, reporting one fisherman fatally hurt, one
striker dead of a gunshot wound and
many others Injured.

CHAPTER XII.
HALF mile from Captain Pensley's ship the rival company
tenders were loading rapidly
with uuiou labor. The nest
day Emerson and Clyde drove down
to the dock with Cherry In α closed
carriage, experiencing no annoyance
beyond some Jeers aud insults as they
passed through the picket line. Boyd
had barely seen them comfortably es
tubllshed on board when up the

gangway came "Fingerless"
Fraser radiantly attired, three heavily
laden hotel porters groaning at bis
back, the customary thick waisted
cigar between Ills teeth.
"Are you going with us?" Boyd In

ship's

quired.

"Sure."
"See here! Is life one long succession of surprise parties with you?"
"Why. I've figgered on this right

along."

"But the ship is Jammed now. There
Is no room."
"Oh, I fixed that up long ago. I am
going to bunk with the steward."
"Well, why in the world didn't you

let us know jou were coming?"
"Say. don't kid yourself. You know
I couldn't stay behind." Fraser blew
"I never
a cloud of smoke airily.
star! anything I can't finish. I keep
telling you. and I'm going to put this
deal through now that I've got It
With a half embarrassed
started."
laugh and a complete change of man
ner, he laid his hand upon Boyd's
shou'der, saying: "Pal, I ain't much
good to myself or anybody else, but I
like you aud I want to stick around
Maybe I'll come In useful yet—you

can't tell."

sldo of the man's nature, and It rather
surprised him.
"Of course you can come along, old
man." he responded heartily. "We're
glad to hare you."
The decks of the big, low lying
with
tramp steamer were plied high
now
gear of every description. Ready
to sail, Boyd went out to the dock offlee to wire Mildred of his success.
"Flngerless" Fraser soon ran In
upon him. "They've come to grab you
for killing thai striker!" he began
breathlessly. "There's a couple of
'square toes' on the dock now. Better

take It on the 'lam'—quick!"
"God!" So Marsh had withheld this
stroke until the last moment.
"You'd better 'beat* It, quick!"
"How? I couldu't get through that

They kuow me. Listen!"
Outside the street broke Into a roar at
some taunt of the fishermen high up
in the rigging. "1 can't run away, and
If those detectives get me I'm ruined."
Boyd clinched his hands in desperation. "I guess they've got me," he said

crowd.

"There's no way out"
"From whut they said I don't think
Jhey know you." Fraser continued.
"Anyhow, they wanted Peasley to
point you out When they come off
maybe you cau slip 'em."
Boyd seized eagerly upon the suggestion. "The wharf is empty—see!
I'll have to cross It in plalu sight."
Through the rear door of the office

b!tt?rly.

that opened upon the dock proper they
beheld the great floor almost entirely
clear. Save for a few tons of freight
at which Big George's men were working It was as unobstructed as a lawn,
and, although It was nearly the size of
a

city block. It afforded

very arms of the rioters.
Above, on the flying bridge, Captain
Peasley was bellowing orders. At last
the Bedford Castle was under way.
··*···*

Even after they were miles down
the sound Boyd remained at his post,
sweeping the waters astern in an anxious search for some swift harbor
craft, the appearance of which would
signal that his escape bad been die-

covered.
"I won't feel safe uutil we are past
Port Townsend," ho confessed to Cherry, who maintained α position at his
side. "The police cau wire on from
Seattle to stop us and take me off at

that point"
"If they find out their mistake."
"They must have found it out long
That's why I've got Peasley
ago.
forcing this old tub. She's doing 10
knots, aud that's a breakneck speed
Ouce we're through the
for her.
straits I'll be satisfied."
"What will happen to Fraser?" she

queried.
"Nothing serious, I am sure. You
see, they wanted me aud nobody else.
Once they And they have the wrong
man I rather believe they will free
him in disgust."

A momeut later he went on: "Just
the same, It makes me feel depressed
and guilty to leave him. I—I wouldn't
desert a comrade for anything if the
choice lay with me."
"You did quite right." Cherry warm

ly assureu uiui.
"You see, I am not working for myself. I ain doing this for another."
It was the girl's turn to sigh softly,
while the eyes she turned toward the
west were strangely sad and dreamy.
"Two hours more." he told lier as
the ship's bell sounded, "then I can

and sleep—and sing."
Captain Peusley was paring the
bridge when later they breasted the
glare of Port Townsend and saw In
the distance the flashing searchlights
oat

straits
of the forts that guard
They saw him stop suddenly and
Boyd laid his
raise his night glasses.
Presently the
hand on Cherry's arm.
captain crossed to them and said:
"Yonder seems to be a launch making out. See! I wonder what's up.
the

no more means

of concealment than did the little office Itself, with Its glass doors, Its
counter and its long desk, at the farther end of which a bill clerk was por-

ing over his task.
They saw at the foot of the gangplank two men talking with Big
George. They saw Bait point the
to the office,
strangers carelessly
whence he had seen Boyd disappearing
a few moments before, and turn back
to his stevedores. Theu they saw tho
plalu clothcs men approaching.

Gimme your coat and hat.
quick!" cried Fraser in a low voice,
his eyee blazing at a sudden thought
He stripped his own garments from
"Put
his back with feverish haste.
I'll stall for you.
There!
mine on.
When
grab me, take It on the
"Here!

Boyd
they
othen rushed In and he found himself
hard beset. What happened thereafter run. Understand!"
"That won't do. Everybody knows
neither he nor Alton Clyde, who was
Boyd cast an apprehensive
half dated to begin with, ever clearly me."
bill
tlance at the arched back of the
remembered.
of resource in
Before he had recognized the person- clerk, but Fraser, quick
forced him swiftly
al nature of the assault Emerson found each a situation,
himself engaged In a furious hand to to mako the change, saying:
Stand
It's your only 'out'
"Nil.
•laud struggle. Then a sudden blackhe here, eee!"
He Indicated a position
ness swallowed him up, after which
"I'll step out
found hlmaelf upon his knees, his arms beside the rear door.
As the other way where they can see
of
a
lege.
pair
encircling
loosely
something smote me," he continued, pointing £>
he
though

"Savvy?
wagon way at the right
When they grab me you beat it and
don't wait for nothing."
"But you"—
Already they could hear the foot"I'll take a chance.
Goodby."
There was no time even for a handFraser stepped swiftly to the
shake.
door, then strolled quietly out Into
the view of the two men. wlio an Instant later accosted him.
"Are you Mr. Boyd Emerson?"
The adventurer answered brusquely.
"Tes. but I can't talk to you now."
"You are under arrest, Mr. Emer

BROTHERS

by the union.
"It's Marsh again," said Big George.
"Yes," Emerson answered; "it's a
loose. Then, laying
holdup pure and simple." A look of and ripped a cleat
about him with this weapon, be clear
intense anxiety came Into his eyes.
When Boyd returned some two hours ed a space
At the first alarm the Bshermen had
later he found the dock deserted save
and
for Big George, who prowled watchful- armed themselves with bale hooks
a time worked havoc
for
and
the
bludgeons
about
piles.
freight
ly
"Well, did you fix it up?" the fisher among their assailants.
man Inquired.
Seeing Clyde In a helpless condition,
^
"No," exclaimed Boyd. "It's a rank Emerson shouted:
"Come on! I'll help you aboard the
frame-up, and I refused to be bled."
"Good for you."
ship." He found a hardwood club be"There are some things a fellow's neath his feet and with it cleared a
I'll carry pathway for Clyde and himself. He
manhood won't stand for.

this

him In the side with sickening: force,
nn<1 lie wont to ills knees again.
He could only raise bis shoulder and
fling an arm weakly abo^e bis head in
anticipation of the crashing blow he

m

Tou mean Fraeer—
LTDE!
Froblsher, I should eay,"
gasped Boyd to the reporter.
"No. sir. Alton Clydel He
was pretty talkative the night I saw
him." The reporter laughed meaningly·

you'd better

M

Horde]|

Silver
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By Jove!

They're signaling."

The two boats were drawing together
rapidly, and soon those on the bridge
heard the faint but increasing patter
Carrying the
of a gasoline exhaust.
as the Bedford Castle, the
same

speed

hailing
eye of the
ship's searchlight blazed up. and the
next instant ont from the gloom
leaped a Utile craft, on the deck of
which a man stood waving a lantern
She held steadfastly to lier course, and
launch shortly
The
distance.

came

within

cyclopoan

voice floated up to them:
"Ahoy! What ship?"
"The Bedford Castle, cannery tender,
shouted
for Bristol bay." Peasley
a

back.

The m::n on the launch relinquished
his lantern and, using both palms for
a funnel, cried more clearly now:
We want to come
"Ileave to!
aboard."
Willi an exclamation of impallpnce,
the commanding oiilcer stepped to the
telegraph, but Emerson forestalled
him.
"Wait. They're after me, captale: it's
the Tort Townsend police, and if you
let them aboard they'll take me ofT."
Turning, the skipper bellowed:
"Who are

"Police!

you?"

"What did I tell you?" cried Emer
soil.

"What do you want?"

"One of your passeegers—Emerson
Heave to. You're passing us."
"That's bloody hard luck, Mr. Emerson; I can't help myself." the captain
declared. But again Boyd blocked him
as he started for the telegraph.
It's a con"I won't stand It, sir.

ruin me."
"But. my dear young man"—
"Don't touch that Instrument!"
From the launch came cries of growing vehemence, and a startled murmur
of voices rose from somewhere In the

spiracy

to

darkness of the deck beneath.
"Stand aside!" Peasley ordered gruff
But the other held his ground,
ly.

saying quietly:

"I warn you. I am desperate."
"Shall I stop her, sir?" the quartermaster asked from the shadows of the
wheelhouse.

"No!" Emerson commanded sharply, and In the glow from the binnacle
light they saw he had drawn his revolver, while on the Instant up from
the void beneath heaved the massive
figure of Big George Bait, a behemoth,
more colossal and threatening than
He wrenched
ever in the dim light

open the door and with one sweep of
his hairy paw flung the helmsman
from his post, panting.
"Keep her going, cap, or I'll run
\
them down Γ

V-

—

The launch was abreast of them
and skimming along so close that
one might have tossed a biscuit aboard
of her. The «putter of the craft along
now

side

punctuated by

was uow

of curses.

a

volley

PETERKIN
AND THE LOCK.

The police launch sheered off. and
the sound of her exhaust grew rapidly
fainter und fainter. But not until It
Ills
Peterkin wns all ready to go.
had wholly ceased did Big George give
tan colored shoes and stockings were
Even then
over his jiost at the wheel.
on, and even bis best cap was in bis
he went down the ladder reluctantly
band, when his big brother said mysand without u word of thanks, of ex"Y'ou will have to go through
teriously,
^ 1th liltn
planation or of apology.
a lock, you know."
this had been but a part of the day's
Now, Peterkin did not know, but of
work. He saw neither sentiment nor
course he did not want to say so.
humor in the episode.
The eveniug before Uncle Frank bad
»······
said. "I uni going up to Harrisvlile by
From the crow's nest of the Bedford boat
tomorrow, and I should like to
Castle a week later the lookout stared have Peterkin
go along."
white expanse that
down upon a
For several hours they sailed up a
At
dawn
horizon.
stretched beyond the
beautiful lake. Then, just as they
they began their careful search, feeling came to the end of It and Peterkin
their way eastward through the open
feared that the journey was all done,
lanes and tortuous passages that sep
they sailed into a little river which
arated the floes, now laying to for the
flowed Into the lake.
northward set of the fields to clear a
"Are we most there?' Peterkin asked
now
before
them,
through
stealing
path
some narrow lead that o|>ened into regretfully.
"Oh. no; only about half way," anfreer waters.
"The river joins
bis uncle.
swered
Captain lVasley did all the navigattwo lakes, and we are going to the
ing in person, but eventually they were
Now watch
of the other.
hemmed In so closely that for a day upper eud
and a night they could do nothing but for the lock."
The lock again! Uncle Frank went
In time, howdrift with the pack.
on reading, and Peterkin began watcha
crevice
winds
the
opened
ever,
to see but
through which they retreated to follow ing. There was nothing
water and trees.
the outer limits farther eastward un
"There It is!" exclaimed Un< le Frank,
til they were balked again.
as the
Late one evening they discerned glancing up from his paper Jusl
smoke on the horizon, and the next river made a sudden bend. "I always
morning's light showed a three masted like to see a boat go through a lock."
It was more puzzling still. The boat
fast in the Ice a few miles

steamship
the westward.
"That's the Juliet." Big George lu
formed his companions, "oue of the

to

Packers' association

North American
tenders."

"She was loading when we left Seat
tie," Boyd remarked.
-It Is Willis Marsh's ship, so he
must be aboard." supplemented Cher
"She's a wooden ship and built
ry.

also must go through!
"Did yon ever go through a look
before?'' asked Uncle Frank.
Peterkin coufessed that he had not.
"Come forward with me, then, so
that we can see just how the boat is
A lock Is really a big stair.
lifted.

The second lake Is eight feet higher
than the first, and we must step up
We cannot sml υ;»
there somehow.

for this business. If we don't look out
he'll beat us In after all."
"What good will that do him?'
Clyde questioned. "The lish don't bite
mean ruu-for sixty days yet."
Emerson and Bait merely shrugged.
To Cherry Malotte this had been a
voyage of dreams, for once away from
Boyd had tvoine his real self
again—that genial, irrepressible self
she had seen but rarely—and his manner had lost the restraint and coolness
which recently had disturbed their re^
Of necessity their cramped
latIons.
environment had thrown them much
together, and their companionship had

-i

laiid

been most pleasant.
Two flays after sighting the Juliet
they raised another ship, one of the
sailing fleet which they knew to be
hovering In llie offing, and then on the
5th of the month the capricious current opened a way for them.
Slowly
at first they pushed on between the
floes into a vast area of slush Ice.
thence to a stretch as o|»en and placid

pond

The lookout
of this, Into which
they steamed, coming at length to
clear water, with the low shores of
the mainland twenty miles away.
At sundown they anchored in the
wide estuary of the Kalvlk river, the
LOlsy rumble of their chains breaking
the "silence that for months had lain
like a smother upou the port.
as

country mill

a

pointed

path

a

[TO

out
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BRIHSED FINGER NAILS.
A Simp
Remedy That Keeps Them
From Turning Black.
β

A young woman who was going tu a
debut auto dinner the next evening
bruised three of the finger nails of her
right hand badly by catc'iing them in
Visions of an unsightly hand,
a door.
possibly one iu a sling. drove lier t<>
the telephone to get in touch with her

physician.

advice was: "Get youreelf a
comfortable chair and an interesting
His

book,

set

yourself by

a

stationary

in such η way that the
lingers can be held upright under the
faucet, then turn on the cold water
aud let It run over the bruised fingers
for at least three-quarters of an hour,
washstand

preferably longer.

"If the water gets too cold or chills
you during that lin.e turn it ofl* for a
few minutes, but never once let the
hand get out of the upright position
so the blood can run into the bruised
linger and blacken."
The maiden's hand was umnarred
for her dinner, aud she was so delighted with the remedy she told it
for the benefit of the guests, one at
least of whom has tried this cure repeatedly since, being inclined to awk-

wardness and badly bruised fingers.
No matter bow bad the hurt, unless
the fluger is mashed the throbbing
will not be followed with weeks of
blackened nails.—Kxchange.
New Year's In Japan.
The primary end of life on New
Year's morning of every Japunese is
to be iu time to see the sun rise and
so gain the goal will of heaven and
the blessings of fortutip, while on New
Year's evening the pinnacle of one's
ambition is to be lucky enough to
dream either of FIJI, the "matchless
mountain," or the sky, a falcon or
uu eggplant.
They all foretell happiness.

All the New Year's decorations before the quaint entrances to the
houses in the cities aud towns of
Japan are symbolic. On the right of
the entrance stands a red pine, the
emblem of womau; ou the left a black

pine, the emblem of man, together
symbolizing a happy marriage. As

the pine tree keeps Its green leaves
when other trees lose their foliage, ho
the courageous heart preserves Its
Ktrength In time of adversity.
A Venetian Fashion.
Fashions were no less eccentric fowl

centuries ago than they are today.
were
"Before the streets of Venice
paved (In the thirteenth century»,"
in "Woman
says Mr. William Moulting
the
In Italy," "ladies went though
cusmud and filth on pattens. The
of
tom was retained, and lu spite
sumptuary laws the patten becnm?
heightened until women of rank stood
iu tl:.>
on false feet half a yard high
sixteenth century. They were unable
or
to walk without the supi>ort of one
two

gentlemen

or

servants."

iu banqueta Is mentioned
a wedby the sume writer. It was
of
consisted
and
Milan
at
feast
ding
fifteen «-ourses, V'each being lutrodu'·1
living specimens of the animals
A

curiosity

by

hut

composed

it."

A Winning Play.
Cld Krlcnd- Your plan Is a most exelleot one. Bnt do you think your
wife will agree to It? Married Manjeb. I'll tell her some one else sug·
'Λ. and I'll call It aD Idiot's Idea.

"SU .V .SEE THE WATER BEACH IT."
guob

a

hill, and so we will take one
Hi re we go into ι lie

long stop Instead.

ItH-k !"
In a moment two great gates were
closed behind the steamer. In front ot
the steamer were two more gates,
which had been closed all the lime the
bunt was entering the lock.
"Now we are locked iu." said Uncle
Frank.
Sure enough they were. There were
gates in front, gates behind, and the
banks on each side built up with

stonework.

"See that big white stone?" said
Uncle Frank, pointing out one by the
upper gates. "Now see the water reach
it!"
The gatemun opened two small, slid
ing doors in the great front gate, and
the water from above rushed in. The
water rose in the lock, and of course

the boat went up too. The water Just
reached the white stone.
They were upstairs now, and there
was nothing more to do but to wait
until the big gates were opened and

then to sail out.
He watched carefully and then g&re
a great shout uf delight when they
were safely out.
"Is this the only lock?" Peterklu

asked.

"Yes," said his uncle, "the only lock.
Now we go to the other side of the
lake. If l« all straight sailing now."
"And tomorrow, when we go home,
do we have to go downstairs?"
"Exactly," replied Ills uncle. "When
we start In the morning we shall be
on the second stair. When we sail into
il lock it will be the lower gates which
are kept >hut until we are safely In
and the big gates closed behind us. We
shall bo on tho upper stair until the
giiteman opens tho slidlug doors iu
the lower gates; then the water will
rush out. the boat will settle down to
the level uf the water below, and there
we

are—downstairs."

Peterkin listened very attentively,
timl when be had thought it all out he
asked, "And wo shall have to sail out

when the gates are open and go home?"
"Why, yes. But by that time you will

be in a hurry to go home and tell mamma about the trip."
Peterkin was so impressed by what
he had seen that he tried all the next
morning to make 11 similar lock In the
little brook near the house.—Youth's

Companion.

Old and Mcdarn Customs.
l«
Palm Sunday in eortpln places
custom
called "Fig Sunday" truin the
of eating figs on this day. as snap-

dragons on Christmas eve. plum pudarid
ding on Christmas day. oranges
barley sugar ou St. Valentines «eve,
salt "dpancakes on Shrove Tuesday,
on
fish ou Ash Wednesday, frumenty
"Motlu ring Sunday" «mid-Lent). <ross
buns on (»ood

Friday,

guos· bi fry tart

Whitsunday, goose on Michaelmas
so ou.—
day, nuts on Allhallows, aud
New York American.
on

A Queer Ceremony.
A queer ceremony Is performed every
lu
year on the 8th day of September
The region
the Va lie Mngglo, Italy.
The celebrants
abounds lu vipers.
form Into a weird processlou. each person—man, woman aud child—«-arryiug
with
a huge figure of a snake stuffed

cotton. As they pass along they weep
and lament, believing that by the exrender
piatory ceremony they will
themselves proof agaiust snuke bites
during the grape gathering.

Albany.
Bethel.
West Paris.
Mr·. Charlotte Cumtningi, who was
The Sunday services were appropriThe annual election of officer· of the
ο ver 90 year· old, passed away WednesOteford Democrat,
tillage Improvement Society wu held ate to New Year's Day in all of the d
ay morolog. She was tbe oldest woman
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Wednesday evening, Jan. 4. The follow- churches.
1S8VID TUESDAYS
1 ι town.
stores closed New Tear's day.
The
officers
were elected :
ing
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Many through town are safferlng
The chair shop which has been shot
Prei.—P. C. Flckett.
Vlee-Pree.-Mre. J. Γ. Reed.
down for waat of lumber has started f rom severe colds.
JAN.
10.
Mil.
MAINE,
SOUÏU PARIS,
Mrs. Mabel Bartlett of East Bethel
Sec.—C. L. RlilIon.
ParU HUI.
again. The fine sledding makes busi- ν isited
Τ re as—E. J. Mann.
her daughter, Mrs. Charlie Conness lively.
Ktrst Uaptlet Church, Rev. O. W. Γ. Hill, pasill
has
been
Emmons
Israel P.
quite
been ι or, a few days last week.
have
L.
Edwards
F.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
M.
A.
10:46
at
Sunday
Α Γ WOOD A FORBES, tor. Ρ reachingatevery
the week.
We are sorry to hear of the severe Ill12. Sabbath evening service during
to Bar Mills to visit Mrs. Edwards'
Sunday School
Mrs. Ed
Kditor· anil Proprietor·.
Dr. Wheeler acoorapanied
at Τ 3u.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
whose home is with Mrs. Dr. t ess of Mrs. Harry Bumpos of Auburn.
mother,
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before Wood of South Woodstock to the Central
7 30.
I 1er sister, Mrs. Charlie Dunham, of
A. E. FORB&S.
OkoKOI M. ATWOOD.
All
Wiley.
the 1 at Sunday of the month at 2:30 p. x.
her.
Lewiston
Maine General Hospital at
The glass blowers have been here every I .ocke's Mills, is helping care for
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Miss Estella Bean and Mrs. L. L.
Monday. Mrs. Wood submitted to an evening this week.
Γκημ*
$ijsu a year If paid strictly Id advance.
Sawin's of
There will be a social, entertainment operation and is reported as doing well.
Mrs. Fred Philbrook was called to I .ord visited at Mrs. tlarry
•Jtherwtee ti.OU a year. Single copiée 4 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates have closed
and sapper at Cumminge Hall on Tuesthe death of her grandmother, Î forth Waterford recently.
Albany
by
All legal a<lvertleemenu
Ai'VKKrieKMt.NTt
the 17th inat., their house and will leave to-day, (Monfor tl.50 day evening of next week,
Mrs. Charlotte Cummings.
are given three consectlve Insertions
contracte to which every one, regardless of denomi- day), for New Haven, Conn., where after
Mr. L. T. Barker is seriously ill with
per inch In length of column. Special
Death has made another selection, this
advertisis
Vernal
attendance
of
their
full
m vie with local, transient and yearly
the
a. visit in
son,
nation, is invited. A
family
a trained nurse in attendance.
t ime it being one of our aged mothers,
er».
Islands
will
to
Bermuda
go
desired.
B<ttes, they
Miss Mildred Keen of the Citizen office amiliarly called Aunt Charlotte CumJob Ρκιατιχθ —New type, faat presse», electric
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Miss Leono York who is attending er of Waltham, Maes., and Mrs. Ida bronchial troubles—it's supreme.
HKRBERT r. MILLETT, Bankrupt.
Superintendent of Schools in Mr. Paul's noxt Monday.
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to
free.
Admitted
bottle
spent
school at Berlin, N. H is spending the Morgan
Paris, Maine, for 4 years.
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holiday vacation with her parents,
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District of Maine, ss.
Miller.
freight department at Danville Junction and Mrs. Alton York.
South Paris since that time, for four
Mrs. M. A. Babb is in ill health.
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goes
with
Hon.
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Wright,
received
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Ordors
Tuesday
years
ing the foregoing petition. It Is
John A. Titus & Son will cut some Elias Johueon to
Bast Bethel.
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
Millions of Lives.
about two ytars alone, at present locatbcgiu operations in the the 7'h where she has a position to teach.
upon the same on the 10th day of Feb., A. D.
Mr·. C. S. Mcintire was in Lewiston
thirty thousand of oak on the old pashas
Earl Brown of Buckfield
ed in Maxim Block. Connected with
An Awful Toll Collected by Con- 1911, before said Court at Portland, In said DisEugene Bean was at home from Be mis ture lot of the Àraos Bryant farm this mill. of the
that
vVedneeday.
rumor
Tbe
several business enterprises of the town, a few
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
sawing.
trict,
charge
days last week.
winter.
sumption. Many Unnecessary
Arnold Lade is at Melvin Morey's very
notice thoreof be published In The Oxford Demthe Paris Trust Comone of which is
the mill was sold proved unfounded.
Swan has returned to his work
Edgar
α newspaper printed In said District, and
his
finished
has
ocrat,
Deaths.
and
George Cummings
Nahum Morrill has so far recovered as ill with pneumonia.
pany. of which he is secretary
at Dover. Ν II
thnt all known creditors, and other persons In
steel rail job in Portland and has re- to bo able to ride out. His
director. Member of I. O. O. F.. Royal
If people could only understand that Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
eyes are im
Mrs. Lizzie Simpson of Boston is the sumed
Notes from Augusta.
charge of the lower section again. proving and tbe doctor thinks he will
show cause, If any they have, why the
Arch Chapter of Masons; and Past
systemic catarrh is an internal disease and
guest of her sister, Mrs. J. W. Bean.
of said petitioner should not be granted.
Our local basket ball teams now num have no more serious trouble.
Master of Paris Lodge, So. 94, F. and A.
external applications cannot cure, they prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett recently ber four. The
And
It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
regular town team will
Masons. Member of Republican Town visited relatives at Berlin, X. H.
Dr. aud Mrs. Wheeler of West Paris
would not need to be warned so often Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor·
OVEK
STAPLES
TUMBLES
SENATOR
play tbe Bates Juniors here this week.
Committee for four years. Chairman of
were entertained by Dr. and Mrs. H. F.
about this malady, which, when neglect copies of said petition ami this order, addressed
Mrs. S. Ε Rich and Master R>bert
to them at their ii'aces of residence as stated.
HIMSELF TO REPEAL THE STl'RGIS LAW.
Oxford County Republican Committee, Rich were New Year's guests at A. M.
Atwood on New Year's day.
ed, paves the way oftentimes for conhebroo.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
1908-10.
The S. B. R Club was entertained by
at the coet of millions of of the said Court, and the real thereof, at Portsumption,
Bean's.
Mrs. J. C. Donhaui and Miss Haze) Mrs. E. G. Small last week.
In said District, on the 31st day of Dec.,
be
catarrh
his
Governor
PlaistYet
land,
In
Author,
lives
may
choosing
staff,
every year.
Mr. and Mrs. Π. E. Bartlett and Miss Douham were in Auburn over
John's Letter.
Sunday. Amos Wells. The club will meet with ed re-appointed as adjutant-general Gen. cured, if the right treatment is employed. A D. 1901.
Elsie Bartlott dined with Mr. and Mrs. Miss Ilazel returned to her
TAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.s.J
in
teaching
No doubt you may have heard, times W. Ε Bartiett of Uanoveron New Year's
Mrs. Hattie Jacobs Jan. 12. A full at- Elliott C. Dill, who has held the position
The only way to successfully treat
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Springfield High School Monday.
AttestJAMES E. IIEWEY,Clerk.
without number, the expression "honest
tendance is desired as it will be tbe bi- for several years.
catarrh is by employing a medicine
Day.
Misa Daisy Cushman went to Somerfarmer.*' I wonder if the farmer is
A shock was caused by the death of which is absorbed and cairied by the
ennial election of officors.
ville Saturday afternoon after spending
Dickvale.
Senator James B. -Mullen of Bangor at blood to all parts of the system, so that
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at
her
vacation
Δ.
M.
Richardson's.
abundance
in
stamina
greater
Locke's Mills.
has moral
Bankrupt's Petition for
the Augusta House Thursday evening, the mucous membrane or internal lining
Johu Iliggins and Will Knox are cutTbe Ladies' Circle met witb Mrs. W.
khan the merchant, the mechanic, the
)
and Mrs. Β Wilson of Portland after a very brief illness from heart of the body is toned up and made ca- In the matter of
Mr.
wood and timber for A. E. Ham- E.
ting
EVERETT M. BESSKY,
Sargent Tuesday afternoon.
J In Bankruptcy. \
artisan, the doctor, the lawyer or the mond. Will got hurt last Saturday while
at their camp last week.
They trouble. Mr. Mullen was 59 years ot pable of resisting the infection of conBankrupt. )
The academy school opened Tuosday. were
editor. Aud if so, why so?
affairs
and
much
diseases.
a
man
of
and
other
age,
large
were entertained New Year's Day by
sumption
dislodging a tree, but will soou be able
To the Hon. Clakence Hale, Judge of the Die
Wednesday, we bad a very pleasant Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Trask.
It is plain to be seen that the tempta- to resume work.
We have a remedy prepared from the
respected.
trict Court of the United States for the District |
call from Mr. Simeon Pollock, a former
for
tions that come to him to take more and
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the
of Maine :
The
state
a
of
who,
a
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by
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Littlefiold
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and
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Putnam
Oscar
bought
prescription
from tbe academy. Mr. Pola
M. BESSEY, of Rumford. In the I
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Democratic
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give less than what is right and just aud Auburn parties to take the place of the graduate
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Esther,
daughter,
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lock
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in
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so
not
government employ
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, |
honorable, come
frequently
were all duly elected on Thursday, ox- specialty, arid whose record was a patient
fie is teaming for
Stoneham last week.
team horse he lost,
In sitlil District, respectfully represents that on
at
for
some
has
been
stationed
who
him
that
beset
Chicago
the temptations
Mr. Pat- restored to health in every case where the 22nd
Mrs. L. P. Bryant is quite ill, and Mrs. cept the attorney general.
E. M Worthley.
day of January, 1910, he was duly |
time, but will now go to the Philippine»,
stands behind the counter and deals out
tangall plans to retain his seat in the his treatment was followed as prescribed. adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress re
Stevens is ajso on tbe sick list.
W. S. Hotham and Frank Barrett are
Lydia
far
and
said
not
so
he
could
and
tobacco.
tea
to
away
go
the essential codfish,
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrenWe latlng
That remedy is Rexall Mucu-Tone.
Geo. Tirrell, wife and son, of Milton, bouse through the session.
also at work for Mr. Wortbley with
dered all his property and rights of property,
without coming to Hebron. Although
That particular organ uot being so often their teams.
Hon. Obadiah Gardner has been offer- are so positive that it will completely and has
visited friends in town recently.
fully complied with all the requirements
the most of hie old teachers here
exercised might not become so rapidly
Mr. Rhodes, of Freeport, who bas been ed by Governor Plaisted tho position of overcome catarrh in all its various forms, of said Acta and of the orders of Court touching
Ernest Andrews and Charles Haines fiuding
but very few of the students he knew
his
and so fully developed as it otherwise are
bankruptcy.
sick at tbe Mt. Abram Hotel, died Thurs- state assessor, to succeed George Pottle whether acute or chronic, that we
hauling pulp wood for II. H. An- are attending school.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed
might be.
A trained nurse from of Lewiston, whose term soon expiree, promise to return every penny paid us by the Court to have a full discharge from all
drews.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Richardson and day morning.
and has signified his acceptance.
Perhaps his daily contact with beautifor the medicine in every case where it debts provable against bis estate under said
had been caring for him.
Charles Audrews is hauling pulp wood
Portland
Miss Grace Butnpud were at Norway
ful Nature and keeping in touch with her for J. C.
Dr. S. C. Gordon has been named by fails or for any reason does not satisfy bankruptcy Acta, except such debts a* are exFred Penley of West Paris has been
Wyman.
cepted by law from sucn discharge.
Tuesday.
in all her purity and bouesty is his safetake account of stock at tbe Governor Plaisted as trustee of the in- the user.
The recent rain storms have come too
Dated this 3rd day of January, A. D. 1911.
helping
Mucu-Tone
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to
succeed
Hon.
Frederick
Rexall
to
EVERETT M. BESSEY, Bankrupt.
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want
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you
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that the We are right here where you live, and
perhaps he is not one
it cannot get through the Ice and frozen
at Norway last Tuesday.
District op Maine, ss.
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intire of Waterford as warden of the risk when you try Kexall Mucu-Tone on ing the foregoing petition. It Is
Miss Sideliuger, the teacher, was the
West Lovell.
Mrs. Lucian Andrews of Albany was
Ordered
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resigned.
1911,
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rank smell as the meanness of doctor,
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Morey.
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thereof
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for
last
creditors,
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in this place the past week.
He bad been married forty-nine years
statement, and whether he has a big
ciironic cases a longer treatment is neces- Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
Married Saturday night at Will Rice's, last July, his wife being Marietta Horr
bank account or has to hustle for his very feeble.
In such baste was Senator Staples to
and show cause, If any they have, why the
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iustauces
in
such
The
average
sary.
The installation of officers of the Reof said petitioner should not be granted.
of this place, who survives him. They ;et rid of the Sturgis law, that he in- three
Mary Manning and George Holt.
daily bread.
Remember you can prayer
91 00 bottles.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
bekab Lodge occurred at their hall TuesA very nice supper was furnished to have had seven children, one dyingio troduced a bill for its repeal Tbursdaj
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Remedies
the
obtain
Clerk
shall send by mall to all known credwas served in the the
That statement will day evening. Supper
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even
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Always
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ing
spend
Chas. H. Howard Co.
stated.
Mrs. Allen (net Linna Frink) of PortI understand Frank McAllister has and W. S. live in this town, Lewis in :o put the bill in correct form, but as it
of your statements and your pr>posi
Witness the Hon. Clahencb Halk, Judge of
land
is
at her old home taking care of sold his bouse and will move on to the
the said Court, and tho seal thereof, at Portland,
tions, unless you are seeking discussion
Bangor, and Guy in South Paris. He was it was shoved through under susher father, J. L. Frink.
In said District, on the 7th day or Jan., A. D.
bill.
was a veteran of the Civil War, he havfor the sake of discussion.
pension of the rules by a strict party
State of Maine.
1911.
We look upon the tillers of the soil as
ing enlisted in '01, and serving three fote.
oxro tD, si.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. a.J
Wllson's
Mills.
Mason.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
our own especial people, and their insouth Paris, Maink, Dec. 31,1910.
years. He was the oldest of a family of
DEATH IN ROARING FIRE
In conformity with the provision» of See 17
Attest: JAMES B. HEWEY.Clerk.
The officers of Aziscoos Grange were children, bis father dying when they
terest is our interest ino, and ha* been
Eli A Grover weut to the C. M. G.
of Chap. 48 of the Revised Statutes, the following
chosen Dec 28 as follows:
were young. He was a great help in help
ι nay not resnlt from the work of firefor more years than we care to name. Hospital a' Lewiston Monday.
Is publish *<1 as a list of the officer· and corpo
M —Cecil Bennett.
We have had pleasant and reciprocal reMrs. Fannie S. Tyler has been sick
ing his mother bring tbem up. Of his 1 )ugs, but often severe burns are caused ratore of the South Parte Savings Bank, elected
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with the grippe.
many
living
quick
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W. Stanley Fox of South Bridgton, Arnica Salve, the quickest, surest cure last Tharsday of March, 1910:
years; and we very well know that there
Many are having bad colds.
S.—Harry Pennock.
officers :
Lewis of Pennsylvania, Nathaniel of 1 or burns, wounds, bruises, boils, sores
A. S.—Boille Klpley.
are farmers, and farmers who are so
School closed
Wednesday, Jan. 4, L.
N. Dayton Bolster, President.
A. 8.—Pearl Bennett.
West Lovell, Mrs. Jane Hatch, and ] t subdues inflammation. It kills pain
lias been tlie ruin of a· many eye·
similar in moral make-np to those who after a successful term.
J. Hast lug a Bean, Vice-President.
Chap —Lizzie Bennett.
create "corners" in breadstuff, manipuMary, wife of Moses Harriman of Lovell. j t soothes and heals. Drives off skin
M re. Stephen Westleigh and son, HerTreaa.—Vlana Hoyt.
George M7 Atwood, Treasurer.
as any other one thing.
There
He was a member of the Christian ι iruptions, ulcers or piles. Only 25c. at
George St. Atwood, Secretary.
Sec.—Cal Fox.
late stocks in Wall Street and play the man Merrill, returned home from Ticonmay be the fsellng of a alight inU Κ.—Marshall Ltnnell.
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wears better, trimmed with tucks and
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WAISTS, looks like China Silk,
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and
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NUN'S
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VEILING

front with cluster* of pin
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BATISTE

all handsomely trimmed with lace and fin»
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and French embroidery,
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lace.
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pleating,
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BATISTE WAISTS

of Val. lace.
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trimmed with cluny and Val, lace, nquare yoke
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tailored,
fancy
line
95c. A large
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NORWAY,

BLUE STORES.

We are Looking for the
Fellow Who Needs
Winter Clothing.
We want his business.

advantage
to

and

to come

look—Perhaps

We believe
see

This is

harm

not

the

whole

the coat·» to know

personally inspect
receiving the most for your money.
prices are $16.00 up to 833.00.
You

story.

you

his

to

no

COATS.

garment in which price is

a

make it

good.

it will do you

FUR

we can

It will do you

us.

must

Just

are

now our

If you are considering Winter Suits. Overcoats, Work Coats, Work Trousers. Sweaters.
Underwear. Gloves and Mittens your needs we
can

supply.

H.

F.

/

CO.,

NOYES

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS,

\

LADIES' BOOTS FOR $2.00,
We

are

positive that

our

$2.00

boot ior

Ladies, the PRINCESS LOUISE, is the
best $2.00 line on the market. We have
them in many styles, and all kinds oi

stock ; button, lace and buckle. Remember
you will always get full value for your
money here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO,,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolophono 110-8.

_

Discharge.

EVERETT

Putting It Off
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cutting woodjat
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Insurance by Two Great
in One Policy.

Companies

Fidelity Underwriters issuing a Policy guaranteed
baa
by the Continental and Fidelity-Pbenix
back of it over thirty-six roil.ion dollars of assets.
ttie
Since organization the companies represented by
Fidelity Underwriters bave paid losses of over ?1»57.0<»0,<Χ»λ
The

ooe-balf each

paid tbero promptly and without demur.
ami
They employ over two hundred special agents
adjusters, thus guaranteeing prompt attention to policy
holders in case of loss, every honest loss will be prompt!)'
a
adjusted and paid cash without discount, this meane
lot to you.
The Fidelity Underwriters is

represented

in Paris by

Perley F. Ripley,

Paris,

Phone 17*4.

MRS.

....

Maine.

FIRE INSURANCE.

L. C. SniLEY,

pashionable

Millinery.

Ladies' and Children's
Hosiery.
and
Underwear
Boys' Heavy Fleeced Hose.

South Paris,
OASTORIA(«Wutlu4Chi4tt
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beginning ti ι Poultry Show All That

was

Pari·, lit oncock,

George P. Tucker, who bas not bfen ;i I BETWEEN FOCB AND ΠΤΕ HT Ν DRE Γ
robust health for a
time, ia rathei
FINE BIRDS ON EXHIBITION.
poorly just

I ibbv. who has been a clerk in
S. Diyton Boli... Co
iow
h» cloud h.. .»«««
ι

iti;

£?££*·».
ment there.

any who have d.shee bethe Good Cheer they are kmdto bring them over and leave
them in the kitchen.
State Hand Engine League to be helc
Rehearsal for the rank of Knight at the at Brunswick Tuesday evening, Jan. 10
vf r
llall this Monday
evening
Tuesday evening Rev. C. G. Miller will
Member» of the rank team please make
give the second lecture of the course a)
to be present.
effort
extra
an
the Universalis chutch. The subject ol
Mr aD.i Mrs H. M Tucker of Canton this lecture is, "Travels on the Wee)
in town a few days 'ant week, Mr Coast of Mexico, Central and South
ami America."
ker to attend the poultry
\Tucker to visit friends and relatives
The Maine Telephone and Telegraph
„ >rrv P. Ellis and children, who have Co. is guying up its poles preparatory to
the
death
since
of
Paris
keen at South
stringing a 120-wire cable between this
Mr. Ellis have returned to bis farm in
village and Norway, to take the place ol
remain.
to
where
they expect
the large number of wires now in use foi
Auburn,
the
exchange.
m account of the storm last
•he annual besiege meeting of thetonWalter L Gray has purchased of the
;ati»nal Ladies' Circle was postponed True estate True Block, in which are,
untU Tuesday, Jan. 10. A large at- besides his owu office, the drug store of
the Chas. U. Howard Co., Grand Army
'enhance is desired.
Hall and c'ub room, and the barber shop
taring the past week the laying of
of W. H. Doten.
the asbestos shingles on the root of tb«
Me"ho<iist church has been finished, and
Dr. Littletield was running his auto on
chimney caps put on. The roof « the good sleighing the last of the week,
work
and
in
and says that within a radius of ten or
n ,w practically complete,
van go ou without interruption.
twelve miles, except for the temperature. conditions for automobiling were
Mr and Mrs. C. W. Bowlker and
the best that they have been
laughter Muriel will attend the exhibi- absolutely
this year.
an.l ball of the Uwiston F.remeo ·
The men of the Congregational society
Kel-ef Association to be held at Uty
The will serve their annual
II til Lewist >n, Thursday evening.
supper at the
exhibition will be different races be- Congregational vestry Thursday even,Wt*n the Lew ston and Auburn nre de- ing at 6:45 o'clock, followed by an entertainment by Mr. Arthur D. Welch of
partments.
and musical selections.
Informal sociability-sometimes called Portland, reader,
Admission 25 cents.
•swapping lies"—was the general proof the oxford County Awocia
k
Advertised letters and cards in South
of Rural Letter Carriers, which held Paris post office, Jan. 9th, 1911:
lt, annual meeting here last Monday.
Miss .Je*e!e Sturtevant (2).
Mrs Everett Co* (car!;.
Otticers were chosen as follows.
A. L. Scott.
fr-«i.ienï-D. A. Cole, Bryant'» Poa«lJacob Charlton.
Part·.
M
MllU
VV.
fouth
I J. H Trott.
.,μγ-J.K Ktotr. Sou h Parts.
S. F. Davis, P. M.
,vU!y_). s. Hutciilas. Belbel.
ir
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fhow
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Pre'l'Icnt—Κ

Wh le ar play Thursday. Haze! Lowel'.
the little daughter of Mrs. Jatues
: of High Street, about eight years of
fell an I fractured her right wns
b-.nob.ing broken and another dinThe littl > «
l„ ated at the j^int.
•icems to have more than her
luck, as she broke the same wrist
only about three months ago, anu u almost the same ρ a>·"*·

Jacl^

Id
!*.

£d

The January term of the Municipal
Court wa· held at tbe office of Judge
Jones Tuesday. Usual bualoew for tbe

P. A A B.

Mt. Mica Building Association, which
I owns Odd Fellows' Block, held its anand chose
! uual meeting Thursday
I officers.
A dividend of three per cent,
j payable Feb 1st, was voted. The trus| tees chosen are the trustees of Mt. Mica
Lodge <>f Odd Fellows. The officers are:

j

Trustees—S". Dayton Bolster,Jame»S Wright,
; Charles A. Young.
Secretary and Treasurer— Alton C- Wheeler.

j

A bad accident happened to Nathaniel
The following ν Seers were elected at
afternoon at his home
fk« las» meeting of Aurora Encampmen ; Rowe Thursday
Mr. Rowe had
near Hooper's Ledge.
beio.u ,1 by District D«p»t«
witbW
Haskell at the next regular > gone to tlie barn to do some work,
out putting on his rubbers, and when remeeting, Jan. 1'»:
he
on the ice and fell,

'^"««^'.-Charl..

J

South P*rls, 1st and 3d on
,-h 4th on ben.
Morey rari",

#

;
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•chool, fell and broke her collar bona

h.O,OOCk.
^^"t'Sngoockyariety,
erel, pullet and

wa·

taken home and »
She was made ai comfortable as

called.
could be expected.
At the annual meeting of

the

Firat

Univeraaliat pariah Thuraday evening
following the supper, CoK E. F. Smith
pen of one
ver cup, to be won three times before u waa elected moderator ; Charles F. R-dbecomes tb. exhibitor·. properly. TM. lon, who haa served the pariah aa clerk
.V. awarded for tb· eecood time to 1. Y. aince 1889, wa· re-elected clerk; Utto
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variety, «coring 90
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Barrj^ plyIoolllb
Sort,; v: Crockett. Bufl Plymouth
K'B'M^uckÎ^o.o'Leghor».,
Flint

for

«

Ε

BRÎbboorfor beet

also awarded
Brown Leghorns, Β

were

Hta"idditloo,
cash and

prizes

»

in

Schnuer waa elected treasurer and collector* Stephen B. Cummioge, \ iviao
W. Hill· and Everett F. Bicknell were
elected pariah committee; Eroil υ.
Berma, Mra. E. F. Smith and Mr·. V.
W. Hill·, muaic committee. Ine retreaaurer and pariah comporta
mittee preaented tbe fisca matters of
the pariah in a moat favorable condition.
One hundred dollar· waa voted to the
Oxnard fund, and the pariah committee
waa authorized to borrow money to pay
the Francea Henry Bearce fund and tbe

This makes tbe result in
show as follows:
FOR

"°°tr,

»*ΛΓ

adjourned to
Hall, when

??n
J8

Jan· 17 at
it

"meetiDgHouse

Engine
J»

down the general principles of law by
which be was guided in deciding on the
validity of tbe ballots. The decision
shows tbe reason for rejecting each one
of the ballots thrown out, and tables are
appended which give a detailed summary of all tbe facts in relation to all the
ballots cast in the county.
It is noted by Judge Savage that some
of the questions brought up in this case
have never been ruled upon by our
courts, and be has been aided in bis decisions by the decisions of courts in
other states. In some instances in tliin
case he expresses himself as having acted with some hesitation in applying the
principles of law.
Tbe case will be appealed, and tbe law
court will decide the questions Involved
in it. This will be a matter of some
weeks or months, probably. Meanwhile
Mr. Mclntire will continue as sheriff,
and Mr. Cole will for the present continue as jailer.

S. \V.—Oscar Graves.

'^Mr^and'Mr*.

Porter Swift are guests
that the
of Mr. and Mra. John F. Swain. Mr.
to reporta*
Swift is looking after the refrigerating
business in Maine cities.
the
The annual parish meeting of tbe

S^°S re-elected^
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3660

Q. M. S.—S. L. Ethrldge.
Η. N. Black, formerly in buaineaa in
now of Berlin, Ν. H., was wit
town,
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of
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friends laat week.
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Hon. John A. Roberts installai t,,.
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These Suits are good, honest values,
good quality and well made, but are
broken in sizes, and have plain pants.
Ages 3, 4, and 10 to 16.
$ 6.00 Suite

$ 2.50

are now

4.60 Suits
4.00 Suits

are now

3.50
3.25
3.00
2.75
2.50

Suits

are now

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

are now

2.26
2.00

are now

1.75
1.62 1-2
1.60
1.37 1-2
1.25

are now
are now
are now

BARGAINS is rather a mild word for
offerings—IT'S ALMOST A GIFT.

our

present

J. F. PLU M MER,
CLOTHIER

FURNISHER,

AND

PARIS. MAINE.

SOUTH

MARKET SQ.»

31

Matter with
the Standard Oil Co.?
the

What's

We

Selling

are

Kerosene Oil for 9c. per gal.
5 gallons 40 cts.
The lowest price for 25 years.

N.

Bolster Co.,

Dayton

SQUARE,

35 MARKET

South Paris,

Maine.

=

-

Men's Union Suits
Union Suite

are a

Union Suits vary

Co.,

pocket

themselves,

MAINE.

Q.

Children's

specialty
greatly,

with
as

us.

made

by different mills. A good fitting
union is a very comfortable garment,
much

more

ordinary

comfortable

underwear.

here garments that

than

You'll

the
find

give satisfaction

in every detail.

COMPANY.

TRUST
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NATIONAL
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bank account and see if it does

OF
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South Paris,

for one

Discount Sale
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experiment

OF NORWAY.
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Chas.

a

NORWAY
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iust^

Make the

not pay you.
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1D NowThe'sTthlngs

be pre-

receipt

year of keeping

Shetland Floss

Coinml^-Konell
S!u»"cCommUtee-Geo.

as a

FARMERS

Scotch Yarn,

PariTsewer

Kth£.«l

served

Best For Women.

.L1.J!t0jng'tearIls

aMu" cFConlS-Mr.andMr..

can

turned to the maker by the Bank,

Jtirtd.

The Boston Herald. New England's Bepsentative Newspaper, should be taken ia
the homes of every one who enjoys and appreciates a progressive, clean and interesting newspaper. The Boston Herald covers
thoroughly every department of newt
gathering. It avoids sensationalism.

IS

a store

laborer,

a

Management

Τϋ£ BOSTON HERALD

For Sale.

Joljn BEBobln^. Oxford.^
Ret*

account or any
safer than
much
other bill with a bank check is
with money, because the person receiving the
cheok must endorse it and the check, being re-

A bottle of HYOMEI costs 50 cents at
Cbas. H. Howard Co. who guarantees it.
If you want the complete outfit, which
includes tbe little hard rubber pocket
inhaler, the price is $1.00.
No stomach dosing; just breathe
HYOMEI and cure catarrh and all diseases of the breathing organs.

DAILY·
μ.Ν

a

Paying

night.

Newsdealers should send ia regular
list being
Congregational church Wednesday eveushurtleff, South Paris.
PreMitent—A. E. snuriie
orders.
the
After
A.
well
attended.
was
suping
Vice-President»—Η. Ε. ιό J > >;orWaT ;
THE BOSTON HERALD.
North Water- per tbe
ε
reports of tbe officers and comη. μ.
ford ; I>r. Ε. Α.
Herald Building .... Boston, Maas
were
officers
Tbe
mittees.
following
y> Attwood, Mechanic Falls,
turning
slipped
THK AWARDS.
Horacc L. Swan.
ρ
Com,, tree- elected:
I breaking his hip. The fracture was at
H p.-Cha* V Marswn.
The regular prizes given by the asso- 1 port ;
Moderator-Howard D. Smith.
once attended to and Mr. Rowe made as
S,·rib·—Carl Ma»on.
Secretary
Clerk—Geo. W. Holmes.
ciatioa are, for breeding pens, $2 00 for
lr<.H, _a. Κ shurtleff
It is hoped I
A»et. Seo.-W-C· Thayer. 9outh Parle.
comfortable as possible.
L. F. Tiki.
Collector—A.
s \V —I lias- A. Hemingway.
1st and $1.50 for 2d, for single fowls
Green gray birch cord. wood.
Treasurer-D. H· Bea South Pari»·
Treae.—Eugene N. Swett.
that in spite of his advanced years, a full
I w-Kalyh A· Hemingway.
$1.00 for 1st and 50 cents for 2d, with ! Directors— A. E. Shurtien. south Pari·; Η·,κ·
ParUh
B. M. GREELY,
will be effected.
Committee—Herman
SoulU parie·
recovery
steam·»
J.
Albert
Frank
H.
in
each
case.
and
4th
D. Andrew*,
Noyes,
tibbons for 3d
.James E. Cole, Jr.. died Tuesday eveuR. F. D. 2, South Paris, Me.
Friends here have received the follow- Premiums awarded for the association
a· his home on Park Street. after *
L.
I.Gilbert
Puts a Fascinating Radiance Into j
D.Smith,
Ι,,η,τ illness with a heart trouble. He ing announcement. Mrs. Linder is a were as follows:
Women's Hair.
Uorne
H.
L.
«as" ·'·. vears of age. The fanerai was native of Paris and frequent visitor here,
Rocks.
barred
Morey
Plymouth
and B. F. Bradbury.
Parisian Sage is without the least j
at the Bapt at and Miss Linder has several times visit·
υη Thursday
Pew Agent—Ε. N. Swett.
Farm, Mechanic Falis, 1st on cockof a doubt tbe most remarkable
ed here:
lurch, attended by Rev. Ε A. Uav
vestige
I. V.
short
vacaa
after
erel, 2d on cock, 2d on pen.
Ralph Harriman,
.) anuary, 1912·
hair grower, invigorator and beautifier
au i in charge of Mt. Mica Lodge of Odd
Mrs. Kate SkUUnge Limier
1st
on
West
Ira
and
Mrs.
Auburn,
cock,
Mr.
bis
with
tion
McKenney.
parent·,
announce» the marriage of her «laughter
ever compounded.
ws. of which Mr. Cole was a mem1st on ben. 2d on pullet, 3d on cockerel. ι
Harriman, Fore Street has re urned to
Alma Louise
Again.
The South
It is so far ahead of all commercial
He leaves a widow and a child
ber
to
E. C. Rawson, Mechanic Falls, 3d on
bis college studies at Philadelphia.
tonics that Chas. II. Howard Co. guaranabout a vear old, and is also survived by
Mr. Troy Edward Hininielman
E. P. Attwood, Mechanic Falls, 3d Editor Democrat :
Tuesweather
bad
the
of
In
pen.
very
epite
mtinnal town
on Wednesday, the fourth of January
tees it to eradiate dandruff, stop fallng
««" brotbeis, who Ι«Λ
on cock.
was a largo attendance at
Ralph W. Keene, Auburn, 4th I
one thousand nine hundred and eleven
In which .11 day there
hair and itching scalp in two weeks, or
in this town, and a sister who Is in
Randall Ο Porter,
no beo, 4tb on pen.
Mankato, Minnesota.
the Oxford County Pomona Grange.
tnwn
!
money back.
the West.
2d on hen, 3d on cockerel, 3d
The sessions in the forenoon and afterHaiulin Temple, Pythian Sisters, has \orw;«y,
Parisian Sage is delightfully refreshwbicb I «UI. to >pe.k, .ni
noon were very interesting. Vocal and
sanf'rd L. Fogg, formerly of South elected the following officers which will ! and 4th on pullet, 4th on cockerel. I.
and is not sticky or greasy.
ing
ou
1st
on
1st
N. Loring, Auburn,
pen,
instrumental music and dlscuseion of
Pans is now with the law turn of W»l- be installed Tuesday evening, Jan. 10:
It cleans the scalp and stops all odors
on
:
3d
on
4th
on
2d
of
tbe
hen,
cockerel,
tbe question, "Tbe Development
pullet,
Burleigh Λ McLean at AuI*. C—Mrs. Lou Oaugtiratv.
of perspiration instantly. A large bottle
Mr Fogg has been for the past
; cock.
,..Hla
State," were excellent.
Μ Κ. C.—Mrs. Dell'i Maxim.
for 50 cents at Chas. H. Howard Co.
Rocks.—J.
M.
White
Feb.
even
Kdna
Mi*w.
Senior—Mrs.
Plymouth
Clerks' ball Tuesday
log,
vears in Bath, until 1904 engagThe girl with the Auburn hair is on
Junior—Mrs Hazel Kcnney.
on
2d
on
1st
the
will
be
Paris,
hen,
cock,
house
at
tbe
was
Thayer,
14tb,
opera
e>! in the active practice of law,
city
Manager— Mrs. Clara Ityerson.
every package.
on cockerel, 1st and 4th
3d
on
Those
2d
as
usual.
tbe
winter
tor
a
event
of
an
puller,
t.m*
solicitor for a short
M of Κ —.Mrs. Lou'se Cole.
on pen.
M ot R. an·! C.—Mrs. Fan Me Kabtinan.
Morey Farm, 3d on pen. H. N.
having it in band are:
number of years judge ο ft he Bath
annual meeting, a conditi
P. of T.-Ml-s Florence Swallow.
TOWN OF PARIS ACCOUNTS.
Porter, South Paris, 2d on cockerel, 3d
Pree.—Lester V. Ashton.
Μ ni ci pal Court. Since
{
G. of < ». Τ —Miss Alice Wetherell.
E. P. Crockett, South Paris,
Vice Pre* -llarrv W Luck.
on pullet.
been clerk of courts for
Hammond.
Sagadahoc
TllMliO lit· Kate
Qoi. «nil Τγ6&8·—tred b. hinith.
Any one who has an account against
1st on cock, 1st on cockerel, 1st on pult
Representative— Mrs. Cora Everett,
m'v until the political overturn, and
tbe Town of Paris should present the
Floor Manager—Homer D. Tubbs.
At
the
filed
Harriet Uarnes.
i
by
Alternate—Mrs.
C0DV®, ?!?
let, 2d on hen.
ol ..flic» tm. l.t
Committee—Stuirt W. Goo Iwln, Louie
bill to the proper person to audit the
"
U..(T Π !«..*,
Κ UnxVi
I
XT \fi<kpan_
by the J. General
Brooks and Albert C. Fogg.
œcfed himself with the Augusta hrm
Louis Β. Pierce, bud of Rev. and Mrs.
account. Pauper bill, snow bill of last
C. nick,,ell
«.
RUkncii,
nnxlon..,
Refreshment
let
each
on
cock,
noted abote.
E. W. Pi<»rce of this phce, and Miss rey, West Auburn,
ira Ruaecil, H. W. Luck and Susie M. walker.
winter, highway bill of the past summer
each
2d
and
pen,
All bills
L. Curtis and Carrie
Bessie L. Feltus of Beebe, Quebec, were hen, cockerel, pullet,
and school bill of this year.
The annual meeting of the Universal3d
and
on
cock, heo, cockerel,
puller,
married at tbe home of the bride >u the
must be presen'ed by January 15,1011.
Committee-Albert C. Fogg. H. W.
is! parish wan called to order Wednesday
and
on
each
cockerel,
hen,
pullet.
124 Main Street,
27th of December. The wedding was a
C. W. BOWKER, ) Selectmen
Luck and Lee M Smith.
evening and adjourned to Friday evening
White Wyandotte·—Edward E. Groder,
of
Committee on Bad gee—Mr·. Etta Kl< ion.
but very pretty one, and a dinner
W. C. STEARNS, >
for the transaction of business. At the quiet
on ock, let on cockerel.
the lauy cierM.
1st
Committee—All
Skuw
began,
Reception
Paris.
bewas serve! to about twenty clients
F. A. FARRAR, )
MAINE.
were
NORWAY,
officers
choseu,
2d on cockadj urned sessiou
Mrs. J. Ε. Budden celebrated her 84th
fore the coup e left for a short wedding C. R. Wyman, South Paris,
and the trustees were instructed to en2d on l'aria villagers mai u .8 nu
Dec. 31, and enjoyed
Numerous Rifts were received, erel. I. Ε Andrew*, South Paris,
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and the voters should turn out
In West Paris, Dec. 31, by Rev. 8eth Benson,
B. Talbot attended Pomona IP. & A. H. Fuller, South Paris, 1st on
cent articles can be purchased for 5 and ; Mrs. A.
Mr. Jason B. Bennett and Miss Cora V. Morgan,
cock. Morey Farm, Mechanic Fall·, 2d
10 cents. Don't forget that the dates Grange meeting at Norway last week.
both of Greenwood.
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are March 1, 2 and 3, 1911.
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Tbis la the simple vapor treatment
and only takes five minutes of your time
Pour a teaspoonbefore going to bpd.
ful of HYOMEI into a bowl of boiling
water, cover bead and bowl with towel
and breathe for several minutes tbe
vapor that arises.
You will be surprised at the result of
this treatment; it makes tbe bead feel
fine and clear; you will sleep better,
and that stuffed up feeling in tbe bead
will gradually disappear.
Tbis same method will break up tbe
worst cold in the head or chest in one

Under New

—

Because the statement oi their bank account
sent them at the close of each month, affords

in stubborn case· of
recommended
chronic catarrh of long standing, but
remember that the inhaler should be
used daily as usual.

FOR MCINTIRE.

Cora.—W. S. Cordwell.
V. Com.—Ε. B. Kneeland.
j V. Com -W. O. Need bam.
Surg.—G. Ε Walker.
O. D -D. A. Jordan
Q. M.—M. E. Kimball.
o! G.—Perry Hu&aell.
Chap—W. F. Cox.
Afij -Kreeland Young.
Pat. Ine.—Ed R. Kneeland.

Jgcl.1

Colds and Sore Throat Should
Read It.
So many hundreds of catarrh victim·
who have taken the HYOMKI treatment, have written as letter· thanking
oa for publishing our method of taking
the HYOMEI vapor treatment in connection with tbe inhaler that we gladly

BARTLETT.

Admitted a· per commissioners'
Counted from disputed ballots

ejected

'awarded

Every Sufferer from Catarrh, Cough*,

tbe county

balance of the Oxnard fond.
Admitted as per commissioners' reports
3320
The following officera of Harry Rust Counted from disputed ballots
337
at
were
Post, No. 54, G. A. R·,
3657
the liit regular meeting of the Post, and
Judge Savage gives the history of the
will be installed by Stephen L. Etbridge
case in full, and at some length lays
Tuesday evening, Jan. 17. They are:

Bantams,

mercihan<d

237
337
M
74

Counted for nartlett
Counted for Mclntire
Ballots for Bartlett found defective
Ballots for Mclntire found defective

oPthe

Flint. S. C.

l«rg. 'l.t of

THBEE VOTES.

ballots which should have been counted
for Bartlett was 3060, and the number
which should have been counted for
Mclntire was 3057, thus giving Bartlett
a plurality of 3, and he ia therefore declared elected.
The decision of Judge Savage is of
considerable length, so long as to prevent publishing it in full, as the Democrat would be glad to do. Judge Savage
states that after returning from Paris to
Auburn he again examined carefully all
the ballots in the case. He did not on
this examination reject any which be
had before decided to count, but be did
decide to count eight of the balloia
which had before been placed among
those regarded as defective. Of these
eight, three were for Bartlett and five
for Mclntire. This reduced the number
of defective ballots from 136 to 12S, aud
divides the 722 ballots which are in tbe
case as follows:

tlve. and Mr. Kimball aa oounc lman for
tbla dietrict. Norway i· the place from
which to atep Into a good office, anrely.
Lauriatine Foeter, the little M'enyear-old daughter of Mr. and Mr·.
Henry B. Foeter, while at play at tbe
•chool houae Tburaday just before

"· She
I· Beo. f

Be.u let, G. I. Mow i«.

ELECTED

Stoneham, the Republican candidate for
sheriff, against Bertrand G, Mclntire of
Waterford, the Democratic candidate.
it again.
Judge Savage finds that the number of publish
The vapor treatment

—

well represented, and there were
blue-blooded birds from Oxford,
which is just having a bad attack of the
hen fever. I. V. McKenney of Auburn
was here, and for a second time carried
off the silver cup offered by the association for the highest scoring cock, hen,
cockerel, pullet and pen. He says be is
bound to earn It again next year, and
then he will own it and carry it off.
There were a lot of fowls from Mechanic
Palls and numerous other places, even as
far as Waterville and Skowbegan.
But what the promoters of the show
feel best about is the high quality of the
stock ehown, which was fully up to that
of last year's exhibit, and was a sur·
prise to the judges and to those who
didn't know the kind of stock that we
have in western Maine. It is doubtful if
a better lot of birds was ever together in
a place of this size.
As for quantity, it was pretty near
double that of last year, the number of
birds actually on exhibition being about
450. They tilled the hall plumb full.
There was barely room for the spectators to move around, and in some of the
aisles between the coops, the man who
went in couldn't get out again if anybody else came in. All were arranged in
the uniform
coops belonging to the
association, except a few for which it
was found necessary to bring in additional accommodations.
The expert judges, Abel F. Stevens of
Wellesley, Mass., and Daniel P. Shove of
Fall River, arrived on the forenoon train
Tuesday, and immediately went to work,
and their work was not finished until
well along in the day Wednesday. Ail
judging wu by score card. As will be
apparent from a look at the awards, iu a
few of the classes one exhibitor got nearly or quite all the premiums, but in roost
of tiu-ro there was good competition,
and in some classes the competition was
sharp, and the decision of the judges
was eagerly awaited.
Quite a number of birds changed
hands during the show, the record prices
being for three cockerels, two of which
H. M.
were Rhode Island Reds sold by
Tucker of Canton, and one a White
Plymouth Rock sold by J. M. Thayer of
Paris. The moDey represented in these
three transactions was $20 00, two of the
one
birds bringing $8 00 each, and
$10 00.

HIM

On Wednesday afternoon a decision
received by Clerk of Coarta Whitfrom Judge Savage in the equity
suit brought by J. Melvin Bartlett of

"£hH£-^^-Oooih
°n^

were
some

FISD8

«u
man

oockjbw.

P"Vl™C00W

SAVAGE

SHERIFF BT

**
Cutler let oo cock, lit on ωο. ^
They were certainly a floe lot of birds.
Private William S. Urqubart baa been
1.» 0» cod.
Everybody said so, both those who didn't LB.rker.Eait Vuwlboto,
dUbonorably discharged from Co. D,
know anything about it, and those who
L. B«k.r, 2d Regt. Inft., N. G. S. M.
The Good Cheer Society will mee did.
Considérable pine l> being yarded by
l.t »cb on
Of course this means the birds on ex· E„t YM.tlboro,
with Mrs. W. B. and Mrs. C. A.
Younj
C. B. Cummlng· & Son· thla ieaeon.
of
show
second
annual
at
the
bibition
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. A I
The enow la not aufflolent for good work
large attendance is hoped for as there ii the Western Maine Poultry Association,
In all place·.
which was held at New Hall, Soutl
work to be done.
Hon. A. J. Stearna, Eogene E. An1st on cock, *»k
Paris, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- Perl·,
B Ρα1ΙβΓ) drewa and Hon. A. S. Kimball were In
H. P. « A. a.
African Geeee
Meeting of the tire department to- day of last week.
Auguata during the week, Mr. Stearna
night ^Monday) at the assessors' offict
And they came from all over western sooth
Λ
Bronze Torieye·"""· Ν
Judkln», m aenator, Mr. Andrew· a· repreaentato elect a delegate to attend the Maine Maine. The local breeders and fancier*

The Universalis Ladies' Mission Cir
cle will meet with Mrs. Dunham Tues
day afternoon of this week at 3 o'clock

thi» w··*·
U

now.

ion#

JUDGE

WHY FARMERS
SHOULD KEEP
A BANK ACCOUNT

GOOD NEWS.

Bartlett Get* the Decision.

NOBWAY.

Pékin Duck·.—Robert Perlln, Soutt
Ht on hen.
^
South Paris, lrt etch on cock, hen, cock

Expected.

Unions, $1, $1.50, $2 and $3.

H.

B.

FOSTER

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

NORWAY,

New Year's

Greetings

Below we name a few useful
pleasure for us to show.
Flr«t we would mention Pure, Pony
and Russian Mink Coats, Scarfs, aud
Muffs for dress occasions.
If you ride much look at tbe Fur Di ivCoats which we are closing out at

ing
about half price.

Holiday

MAIN

To All I

Qifte that will be

a

Towels, many kinds, many price· ftom
10c to $1.25 each.
Among a Traveler's line of Handbag·,
Men'·, Women's and Children'· ParMa
you can And some great bargains.

How about a nice Collar Jabot or tl·
for another friend.

Shirt Waists too, and Kimonos iu Eider
HANDKERCHIEFS—We bave called
down and Flannelette, please bear in these from two of tb· Largest Imported
mind.
in the country and we are >nre they are
If your friend needs a new gown we such as to austain our former reputation
have a One line from 15c to $1.50 per yd. on tbeae goods. All prloes from 3c to

$2.00 each.
New Underflannels may be a most ac
Ribbon· for Fancy Work and Hair
ceptable gift to another or a pair of b<«snη Ribbons in great variety and low prlcM.
We have
io cotton, wool or fleeced.
If your friend'i China Cloaet if not
quantity of all these.
full a Fancy Diah would donbUeu be
Table Linen, we can show you from acceptable.
26c per yard to 912 50 per set.
Then laat but not leaat are all tb·
in our Kitchen D·A sample line of Tea Clothe and Doi- Cooking Utenails
in our basement Salesroom.
lies we can
you at wholesale prices. partment

give

II there is nothing in this list
something not advertised.
Very Sincerely Yours,

cqimie in and ask to
\

see

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
I^RWAY,
Λ,

MAINE.

STOP

STOP

LOOK
LISTEN

LOOK

run

down condition.

in the mirror if you doubt the svmptoms.

to a word of counsel (or tired nerves, disordered
"
L. F." Atwood's Medicine has
sluggish bowels.
brought help to hundreds in just your condition.

liver and

Monroe. Me.

LISTEN

trcuMt,
rvùh a
li'htH / fttl hrtj out anJ run
F.' AtnwSt AUJUtne Am wt'fr fautd to htif Mr*·."
-Mrs. ABB! Κ SMITH
Accept no substitute—the original bears L. F." in large red letters
At any dealers 35 cents.
on every bottle.
Write for liberal sample to
Portland. Me.
THE "L. F." MEDICINE CO.

THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM.

They are

a

us

US

US-

being

money earner»,

Grand Prize
The 1910

cream

assures

saver*.

Seattle

it.

t!

kol·"»

\V1

running, most
washed and durable separator ever made.
War in and year out they run without a hitch,
never

\\*e sell them, you need one.

making trouble.

DAVIS, Agent, South Paris.

T. M.

be in correct order.
1. The first lesson to learn is to do

good.

2. Λ clear lake mirrors the evening
3. Change not the old friend for the

new.

Each Baking Day

For "luck" lies

mostly in the flour. The wise

cook uses William Tell and knows her bread
will be perfection—her cake a marvel of delicate lightness—her pastry tender and flaky.
William Tell Flour is made from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat—which has no equal. There is only
the
a limited supply—enough to go around among
flour.
of
value
the
learned
perfect
have
housewives who

4. Too often the rich man becomes
cold and selfish.
5. When you are given an inch do
not beg for a mile.
C. Dark is the hour before the morn.
7. The ant is a very busy insect
No. 1189.—Anagram.
NORTH POI.E CRANKS VIE IN GOOD
RAPID RACK. ICE? Ο YES!
The mystery's solved, the victory won—
Tho north pole's surely found.
Cook cooked his dog meat there for fun,
And Peary peered around.
Cook found It bedded In the ice
Mid hummocks, mounds and knolls.
And Peary stumbled o'er it twice.
Searching In cracks and holes.
pole, when found, in high disdain
Ope'd Its long silent mouth
And coldly spoke, nor spoke In vain,
"Go south, young man; go south!"

The

Order your sack today.

No. 1190.—Rhyming Enigma.
My first Is In blue, not in red.
My second s In cur. not In head.
My third is in tent, not in house.
My fourth Is in cat. not in mouse.
My fifth Is in eat, not In drink.
My sixth is In hoar, not in think.
My seventh's In cup. not In plate.
My eltthth Is In nut. not in date.
My ninth Is In pearl, not In ring.
My whole Is a flower that blooms in
the spring.

William Jel
1

No. 1191.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma.

FOR

BY

SALE

CO.

BOLSTER &.

DAYTON

N.

PIANOS

I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

AT

til

WHOLESALE

a

high grade

PRICES.

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and org-ns which I oiler to the
public. I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in stock in my
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and we are
always ready to show them to the public. Send for catalogue.

W.

WHEELER.

J.

L. S. BILLINGS

see

£25

of AH Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Lumber

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
There

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing:.
are other makes, but Paroid is the best.

this uumork-al enigma the words
pictured instead of described. The
answer, cousistiug of fifty-four letters,
forme a couplet by Edwin Arnold.—St
In

aire

Nicholas.

No. 1192.—Charades.
I.
Is pari of every shoe.
first
My
My second makes a sin for you.
My whole uj>on another preys
And will at last end all his days.
My first Is
No

matter

II.
follower strongly
If garments are

a

patched.
My last Is a refuge where children may

flee
Or dweller In country far over the sea.
My whole adorns .vails and our treasures

protects.

The bloom of

BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

L. S.

CONVENIENCE

try the experiment You will find it helpful in
many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of
It also affords a
which are essential to success.
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and
as the checks are always preserved and returned
to you, they serve as receipts for the amounts

Th Kill Tai Han Alwn Bwgbt

Picture Frames

No. 1 ISO.—The Great White Way.
No. 1181.—Enigma : Cranes.
Dinner Rebus: Celery,
Να 1182.
pickles, turkey, dressing, turnips, po—

tatoes.
Fractional Enigma: CoNo. 1183.
lumbus.
No. 1184.—Homonym: I love but ber.
I love butter.
Να 1185.—Beheadings: 8-harp, w-hlst.
m eat w-lnk.
Να 1186.—Diamond: C. arm. cream,
—

Mats, Mirrors
&

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

I. M. TUFTS,

NicMe St..

SOUTH PARIS.

BANK

Bears the

Signature
of

They

were

to be married on tbe

mor-

row.

"But," said

the young man, nervously,
marriage doesn't prove a
success—then what?"
"Oh, in that case," answered the nearbri ie, "we can divide the present·."

"suppose

Carpets
ρ·»"1» >■"'

Work i

in Crayon, Water color,

back of the nose loto the throat, setting
up an inflammation that is likely to
The most
mean Chronic
Bronchitis.
satisfactory remedy for Catarrh is Ely's
Cream Balm, and the relief that follows
even tbe first application cannot be told
in words. Don't suffer a day longer
from tbe discomfort of Nasal Catarrh.
Cream Balm is sold by all druggists for
50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

MAINE.

Wool

Mouldings si

High Grade Portrait

Drop by drop the offensive discharge
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the

A LOW PRICE

and Pictures,

visit Hannah. Amanda

man, m.

NATIONAL

For Infants and Children.

went to

strop.

Business \ » *· rj. to 3 P. n.
Saturday» close at 1.15 P. M.
Hours : ( Open through the noon hour.

CASTORIA

No. 1193.—Hidden Kinds of Meat.
Genevieve always dressed in black.
The church opposite the square was
burnt down.
Either PhUip or Kate will sing to-

—

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation
consistent with safety.

NORWAY,

oft al-

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 117S.—Charades: 1. Book, worm,
bookworm; 2. Can. on (caunon), eyes,
canonize; 3. PI, purr, piper.
1179.
No.
Transposition: Sport,

paid.

OF

care

Conundrum.
When Is an egg like a defeated army? When beaten.

you who read this have never kept
If not let us suggest that you
a bank account.

NORWAY

gardens Us

Sue.
At Llllie'a tea Katherine dressed In
white.

Possibly

THE

our

or

ACCOUNT.

CHECKING

fects.

night
They

THE

OF

attached.
costly or

I up stock.

d"°|

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY.

r

,

Γ

Sts.,

MAINE. !
\

our

teaspoonful of baking soda,
one-third cake of grated chocolate, three
cupfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of baking powder. Sift tbe flour and baking
powder together several time»; dissolve
termilk,

sky.

Have "Good Luck"

At last the modem boy lias fouud the

of

one

THE

It Is a movement toward

of the land.
α

better and cleaner citizenship among
youth that there uiay be a better

the

for

FAMOUS

LADY

BALTIMORE

CAKE.

One cupful of butter, two cupfuls of
sugar, whites of six eggs, one cupful of
milk, three and one-half cupfuls of flour,
two
teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
Flavor with rose extract. B«^t the butter to a cream, adding the sifted sugar
gradually. When the mixture is very
creamy, add the sweet milk and the
flour, which must have been sifted three
Beat
times with the baking powder.
the whites of the eggs until they have
become very stiff, then add them to the
batter by folding them in, not beating
them. Bake tbe cake in layer tins, in a
moderately hot oven.
THE

BOT 8COUT 8IGNALRR MAKING ΤΗΚ
Nur/' kiun.

CAKE.

"ΔΝ-

drowning person, to stop a runaway
horse, to cleanse a wound, to splint a
fracture, what to do In case of poison,

sugar, three eggs, one-half cupful of buttermilk, ono teaspooDful of baking soda,
three cupfuls of flour, one cupful of
alackberry jam, one teaspoonful of cinnamon, one-half teaspoonful of nutmeg,
>ne< quarter tcappuouful of cloves, onejuartcr teaspoonful of allspice. (jruam
he butter with the sugar; add the eggs,
ivhich must have been beaten separately ;
Leu the Hour, sifted several times. Dislolve the baking soda in the buttermilk,
tnd add with the other ingredients. This
;ake may be baked either in loaf or
ayers. in the latter form use chocolate
κ caramel, filling and frosting.
If a richer cake is desired, add one
:upful of chopped citron and ono cupful
if minced nut meats to the batter; if a
)lain jam cake is preferred, omit the
ruitsand spices.
The only secret in cake-baking is in
lecuring accurate measurements and in
ilosely following the methods of mixing
;uggested by the recipe. Thus the term
'cupful" in the recipe means a standard
)alf-pint measure, level full, while the
vord "teaspoonful" means the spoon of
hat size, level full. To secure a half or a
[uarter teaspoonful be careful to make
he measurement lengthwise, as it is impossible to obtain a correct measure
icross the spoon.
Many failures in cake-making are due
ο the fact that the batter is not propery manipulated. Three different methids are called for in cake recipes: "stir·
ing," "beating," and "folding." In
'siirring," which is the eame procese as
'creaming," the bowl of the spoon is
lever removed from the mixture until
he ingredients are sufficiently mixed,
ixcept when it is necessary to raise the
poon to scrape the side:* of the bowl.
The object in "beating" a cake is to
>reak up the air cells, so care must b·
aken not to use the stirring or creaming
notion. The more rapidly and vigorousy the batter is beaten, the lighter the
ake will be.
In "folding," the object is to get in;redients, like the whites of eggs, into
he batter without disturbing the charcter of the air cells. Accordingly, the
>atter should be lifted from the bot torn
>f the bowl, and folded over as lightly
s possible, until the egg-whites have
ieen thoroughly incorporated.
If suffiient care is taken, the lightness of the
ir cells will not be destroyed.
Before beginning to mix the cake,
ake care to see that the oven is in
>roper condition, for there must be no
•lay once the batter is ready.
If patent cake pans are used in baking,
reasing the tins is unnecessary, otherrise the tins should be greased with unalted fat, except in the case of loaf
akes, when the bottom of the pans may
>e lined with greased paper.
See that the ingredients used in the
ake are of the best—the eggs the freshet and the butter of the finest quality
btainable. While ordinary flour may
e used in making cake, pastry flour is to
1 ο preferred, as it makes the cake lighte r and more tender.
Remove the cake from the pans as
8 son as it leaves the oven, and let it lie
0 η a wire sieve—if you have no perforate d cake-cooler—where the carrent of air
11 jay circulate around it freely. Alwaya
ool oake in a room where the temperaire is comparatively
warm—like the
£ itchen. If taken to too oool a temperaj ire the cake will be likely to fall.

If your house plants Mem to be droop
g and inclined to decay, take a dozen
trior matches and stick tbetb, bead
ν
>wn, in the earth. The sulphur in
em will kill any worms that may be
ei ting at the root·.

Located one and one-half miles from
Buckfield village, known as the
Drake farm, contains about 130
who took the oath of office on foreign acres suitably divided into tillage,
Small
soil, something which can be said of
pasturage and woodland.
no other executive officer who has ever
trees ; fifty
orchard,
apple
good
25
beeu elected by the people of this counto seventy-five thousand pine ready

Κ111^ was an invalid, but his
try.
friends urged him to take second place
on the ticket with Pierce In 1852.
Roth wore elected, but Mr. King's
health fulled so rapidly that he was
forced to go to Cuba some two months

how to treat cnts, the bites of animals
end stings of Insects, and, above all.
they are taught the abuse as well as
the use of 8rearms.

Five National Departments.
To accomplish this work as a national factor the American boy scout
is divided into five departments—the
department of New England, the department of the Atlantic, the department of the middle west, with departments of north and southwest to com-

before inauguration day. Not
returned to the United States by
March 4. congress passed a special act
authorizing the United States consul
at Matanzas, Cuba, to swear him In
:is vice president at about the hour
when Pleroe was taking the oath of

office at Washington.
This arrangement was carried out to
α dot, and on the day appointed, at a
plantation «η one of the highest bills
in the vicinity of Matanzas, Mr. King
was made vice president of the United
States amid the solemn "Vaya vol con
Dlos" (God will be with you) of the
créoles who had assembled to witness
Vice President
the unique spectacle.
King returned to his home at Cabawba, Ala., arriving at that place April
17, 1S53, and died the following day.

an

some

R. F. D. and telephone.
Lowest price for all $i,oco, or will
acre field for
and
sell

lage.

buildings

dropping,

"slipping."

or

one

a sheaf of goldetirod. an
shield
American
upon the eagle's
breast with the letters A Β S.
From const to coast this is the offl

uniform: but. of course, patrol?
may add to It as their fancy and funds
Each patrol tlnances Itsell
dictate.
along linen of Individual preference
and ability.
clal

Ich Dien or Eich Dyn.
Which is accurate as the motto of
the Prince of Wales—Ich Dien or Elch
Dyn? The one is Germuti and the other Welsh.
The one means "I serve,'·
the other
Behold the man" or 'Behold your man."
"Ich l»len" was the motto of John,
kin·.; of Bohemia, whom the Bluck
I ri:u-e slew at Grecy. "Elch Dyn" are
the words» supposed to have been used
by Edward 1. when presenting Ills infant son to the Welsh assembly at
Carnarvon.
Welsh Tradition has adhered naturally to the Welsh form. The other has
lieeu more popularly accepted.—Lonion Lady's Pictorial.
As Gecrgs S:c3 the Peers.
"Pari I T.loyd George." said the miner
froi.i Wales, "Is a very witty speaker.
I've lieatd him many a time In
Hamarvon.
S|»eakliig in Welsh, he
>nee ridiculed hi Carnarvon the house
}f lords.
He said the average peer
ïhonght so much of himself at family
prayers he always made one well
mown

passage run:

'Surely goodness and mercy shall
Follow me all the days of my life, and
"

1 will dwell In the house of lords for< »ver.' "—London Globe.

His With.
of η game after
1 ill," said the cynical person.
"Perhaps," replied Mr. Meek ton,
but I wish Henrietta wouldn't regard
] t as bridge, with me forever playing
"Life Is

<

pposlte

ι Itar.

something

as

dummy/'

—

Washington

or

I will sell the pine on the
stump for $7.00 per thousand.
GEORGE H. HERSEY, owner,
Buckfield, Me

47tf

60

Patents

soon

cough appears
Remedy will ward off an
and prevent all danger
anxiety. Thousands of

«ketch,·ηί

Αητοηβ «ending a
an
jutclilr ascertain our opinion free whether
invention te probnbly pBtentHhle.
on Patente
lions utrictlr confidential. HANDBOOK
««>nt free, oldest "gencr for «ecunnf MWnU.
Patents taken through Munn Jt Co. receive
notice, without chanre, In the

Scientific American.
UWWttlf;

A handiomoly

Illustrated weeklr.

8Co.»e,B™i*"NewYork
MUNN
Branch Offlce. CSS F Et, Washington, D. C.

AXD

ADMITTXDLT THK

Leading Agrtcnltnral Journal of tie Worli

Every department written by spécialiste, the
highest authorities In their respective lines.

No other paper pretcniLj to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial BtofT.
Gives the agricultural HJSW8 with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by others.
INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH TO
WITH TUE TIXES.

KEEP ΓΡ

Single Subscription, $1.50;
Two Snbkc: Options, J2.50;
Fît· Subscription·, $0.60.

SPECIAL INDI CËSÊNTS to BAISEUS OF LAItGEIl CLUBS.

Four Months* Trial Trip 50 cents.
SPECIMEN COPIES

will l>o mailed free on request. It will pay any·
bo.ly Interested in any v. ·.y la country life to
send for theia. Address the publiaient :

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,
Albany, Ν. T·
at.

tiiis ofliee.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clci'.'.vi and beautifies the hslr.
luxuri»nt growth.
Promutti
Never Pall» to Bestoro Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
d
tctv· u hair t&ili&f;.
Cart' fesiu
nru.tVJ

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
OTHER

AND

FLOWERS.

OUT
ALSO

BULBS
Planting and Winter Forcing.
EASTER LILIES, TULIPS,
NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
JONQUILS, Etc.,

for Fall

"Papa, what does Santa Claus do beChristmaset·?"
"Hides from his creditors."

twecn

is the canse of many ailand disorders that make life miserable.
Take Chamberlain's Stomach
ind Liver Tablets, keep your bowels
regular and you will avoid these disFor sale by all dealers.
eases.

I

TN·

J

tition for determination of collateral inheritance iftx presented by Luclan W. Foster, ex-

Chase, It. L. Morton
.vti α·,,) |yV
lands,
Melcher, tilbbe & Hutchde«·»<
of
farms,
.jd
late
Gllead,
1'nrnham
j.,
Florllla A.
ceased; petition for licence to sell ami con\ey I Henry W. Dunn, homestead
and
lot.
1.
liurnham,
estate
real
presented by George
A
lots
No.
S.A.
22, £14
i,
bbott,
,,
executor.
Martha K. Bartlett, lots No ν
Carl B. Whitman late of Mcxlo, deceased;!
anil 31,
.··.·,
Banllrst account presented for allowance by
Qeo. Κ. Λ Chas. Smith, limiter
dait L Taylor, administrator.
lot,
Κ. I. Brown, John Small farm.
j;,
deceased
;
late
of
Whitman
Mexico,
nosea H.
| Umbagog
I,umber Co., Plum·
second account presented for allowance by
■lier lots 43, 44, 45 A 4·»,
t<»j lj.,
L.
exccutor.
Bandall
Taylor,
International Paper Co.. loti
4<), 41, 42, 47, 48, 49, and Matt
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Conn.
ton lot,
\ tnie copy—Attest :
κ
Co.,
Umbagog Paper
ALBERT D. I'ABK. Uegleter.
malnder of township except
'.<■·
lots,
.'ϋ.ι j.·,
public
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed exccutrlx of the
last will and te timent of
EDGAB T. BKCORD late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demand· against the estate of said de••eased arc desired to prêtent the same for seulement, an·! all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
ΜΙΤΤΙΕ A. RECORD.
Dec. 20th, 1010.

I

highest quality

and
bolted
—never touched by hands
—the purest flour you can
pet

—always up to standard
—insures best baking re-

CO.,

sults

—once you

youH use

try it

other

no

DAVID STOTT
Miller

Building,
PORTLAND, me.

Detroit, Michigan
For Sale

F.

FREE
combination—

Ï

PARIS, ME.
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ecu

Union Water Power Co, ot
I<ewlrton, nam, lot ami bull 1
iMk
T. I. Coe, one third, Havld Pin
grue, Ann Maria VtMl
ami Anna P. Peabodjr, tw

♦

Ρ

I

·■

:

<■

thirds of remainder of said

township except public lots, 1.

j

1.·'»"

*i

r

A mt It Is hereby ordered tli»t .·' th.· »ir
the ran of 9MM0, which It
for that porpoae, be expei
-.ι! I to*εImprovement on the Stat·: ro l
ami #79.25 be expended on t··· I:., t ι!:

,,

roail. And Hurt l>unn of \η·1· \>τ Ν :ts κι
Is appointed Agent toexp· 11: -j '.f.>:.
·.* Uni· i:t
U rc«julre<l to give bon·! as tit
in tut
tbe balance of tM'i.iH to be \i r.
: Κ Κ I in
at.
t
Carrv r<>a>l In sal towm-hli
of Ml'l'll·.· Dam it appoint.
the same, and I·,
tog
law directe.

plus

required

<.f rtf.airÎif
for the pur.·
Count.
lies In -ul
»_rp.a·. a#
! '·
sum of llfty dollars Is as»e--.d
Upon the entire tract, supposed t·· nul: iui
thousand, three hundred a. re-, ci
Γ Γ. U* <
lots, and owned one-third
liangor, and two-thirds by Dav i ! l'.J'Irgriv, AH
Ann
and
Wheatland
Maria
the sum of Ufty dollars; and Bert Ifuec,
aforesaid, Is appointed Agi'tit t·· ei[«T. : i:.e
same and Is required to give J '·ηΙ ι» th(Uw
directe.

Surplus,
much of the
ON
Andover to Cpton
so

-··

■

as

··

public

t-rf

i

*

Γ

··

/·

Β. Τ. Λ
reforest Connor, lot
Β. 1-2 of 4, Β. 7,
Allison Brown, W. 1-iof 4, It.
4 Κ. E. 14 of S. It. 7,
Μ Α. A Β. S. Stowell, S. I 1
Of δ, B. 7, A 3. \V. 1 ft of '·, It
7, A 1-2 of 6, It. 7,
Kst. A. S. Beau, lots 1 A In "
5, ami parti of lots 3, 4, \·
B. 5, 4 A 9. Β. 6, and 4. It.
and Ν. Ε. M 1, Β. 6. and lot 7
In B. 7, and part of β In It
C. S. Edwards Est., lot» s Α Λ
B. S,
Ilai-tlu>rand
Ell Peabody
Brothers, lots 1,2 A 3. Β.-.
C. E. Valentine, S. W. 1-4 lot
B. 7,
Balph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3. Β ·'.
Fred L. Edwards, lot I. It.
I). Λ. Karwell, N. W. 1-4 1. It.·.
Frank Karwell Est., S. VV. 14 I,
Η (5
Ada L. Farwell, S. E.l 4 1. R s
lohn W. Bennett, N. W. 11 4,
It. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stile?

Ι·» «

$2.25
repro-

KILLthc couch

lu» CURE

LUNGS

THE

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR C8ÛSJ18

PBICE
lOo 4 «1.001
Trial Bottle frtt

I AND AU THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

Stove Wood and

Coal.

W. WALKER & SON,

South

Paris, Maine.

PROTECT

SOUR
HORSES

DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.

H

Λ

I·5

*"

■·

10. fROTHINGHAM'S,
South Paris, Maine.

Sheathing.

Spruce
5tf

and fir.

J.

A.

For sale

by
KENNEY,

South Paris.
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lots,
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1.
It. 4,
Mr..C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1. B t.
rt'.C. Bennett, part meadow t,
Itoscoe F. Cross, lot 5, Κ ti,
ICrncst Morrill, lot 2, B. 5,

4,

'<

■['[

:

y·'^

And Allison Brown of KryC r*
l'
irant Is appointed Agent to -'·!"/·
ilnM
ixpendlture of the same and Is re
jond as the law directs.

f \S Blley Plantation for the purp-se
I / lng the rua«l In mM Plantait- μu γ
ο the place formerly occupied
he sum of one hundred an ! lift
in· I nineteen cents Is assessed as
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township

♦u:»

Γ
Augustus U. I.lttlehaleof Bllov
it»"
appointed Agent to superintend
to clvc

Anil

l is

.,

,,

1st of Alonzo Kllleld, homes'.!,
A. Twaddell,
tlllman Ν. Llttlehale, honies'd, 5"
red Gorman. W. 14 lot i, K -, ·'"
>'■
F. I.lttleha'e, homestead.
fm. C Chapman, lot I, R 15,
Bth Walker, lot 3, It.
astlngs Brothers, lot 2, Κ. I*>, ·'
and 12 lot 9, B. 13.
of
ntbagog l'a|MT Co., bal. l'i>4'.
except public lots,

ire of sal I tax an
ie law directs.

^
t

/

Tw'tehe'l Co.,
llanchard A
Wm. Mason lots «i, 7, 8 A '■>,
|t«s)
Β. I,
ame owners, balance of township draining Into the Λ n lro
scoggln river noillt of Berlin
i·..1"
Falls. N. H,
l·»'
'rue Este·, 12 lot ». B. 13.
temerltt A Hall, for Ingalls

require'I

ι··"'»1·

3

!«"

! as>e»»nti«
hereby ordered th.n sal
s published as the law requires.
Co»r·
Couutr
)
Dean A. Ballard,
"· 1,k'.
r(
WELLINGTON II. ΕΛΜΜ4Ν, J
of 0lIor
ko.
Hknbv l>. Hammond,
And It Is

A true copy—- uost

CK"
CIIABI.K8 F. WHITMAN.
—

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station
rand Trunk between Uerlm
tw"
ortland. Also White Ash
011

ν

I

J. M. DAV, Me·i)
Bryant's Pond,

jtf

From the cold, stormy
days. Good values in
BLANKETS at

Ferruzl

OXFORD

1

....

Edgings,

If purchased in a first-class art store these pictures
would cost you at least $2.00 each. They must be seen
to be appreciated.
The subscriptions may be either new or renewals,
but your order should be mailed TO-DAT to

——t

WRIGHT,

SOUTH

We will send, absolutely without cost to you, a set
of three (3) beautiful photogravures, printed on heavy
plate paper, size 14 1-2x19 1-2.

PEACEFUL HOUR, by K.bei
THE BREAKERS, by Henrique
MOTHER AND CHILD, by Robert

N.

by

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Regular price $1.50,

These are GENUINE HAND-COLORED
ductions from the famous paintings,

r·..ad, so
»ibe "(.irj

t*

β

I

5

New Baxter

is only

so

OS

—carefully ground

Tour favorite local paper,

price

uni

Kryeburg Academy Οι.»
of repairing the oui ν
the sum of thlrty-nln.·
cents Is assessed as folli.w-

The Oxford Democrat,
our

for Dm pup* »;

Bro»-k

"C"

.1U1IIX.

The eubeerllier hereby ulve* notice that elihse l»een duly appointe·! administratrix of
th·· eetnte of
COLUMBUS C. Κ Λ US U Μ, late of ('ai t >n.
In ttio County of Oxfonl, «lei'-eaeH. »■>■! «Iven
Iwmle aa the 'aw illrecte. All persons having
ileman'le against the eetale of saM deccaecl
are >lcrtre<l to present the wne for eettlement,
and ail !n<)el<to<l thereto are requested to make
pMvaient Irnm&llauMv
Pec. 20th, 1910. KM M A M McCOL LISTER.

—buyof your Grocer today

subscription to our special

"<

township,

called, whlcn lie·
and for permauent Improvei
road In said township, tM iU
and ninety <lollars and twenty
sessed as follows
Road",

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha?
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
of
AlilGAIL WEBSTEB late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, decease', and given
All net-son* having
bonds as the law directs.
demand* against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for setilemcnt, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
WILL V. REDDING.
Dec.ÎOth, 1H10.

A practical farm paper for practical farmers,
Regular price $1.00, and

—

Letter

Township
ON
repairing the Black
lying In said

s

NOTICE.

·.

And It is hereby ordered that of tbl> m. .«
|.ί*.5ο, which is a special ui
purpose, lie expended for i^rmaner.t Impr■ .>
ment on the State road In sal
;:
i 1«1.90 be expended on the It h. ; Brook
and that the balance of it. l.e en.» η led ottii
road leading from Andover to I'pto· .n:
s Uav
Hurt Dunn of Andover North «ut
ed Agent to expend all of trie -mm, and I· η
ijuired to give bond as the law .lire» w.

MARY LOUISE CHASE.
LELA E. CHASE.

Dec. JOth, 1910.

—very

The New-York Tribune Farmer,

THE

1

NOTICE.
)
The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointe·! exccutrlces of the last
will and testament of
CHARLES W. CHASE late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All person'
having demands against the estate of said dc
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc requested te
make payment Immediately.

SEWING

for which

I

The aubscrllier hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed exccu'or of the last
will and testament of
WILLIAM It. WEBSTER late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desire· 1 to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto aie requested to
make pxvnaent lmmedlatelv
EDWIN P. WEBSTER.
Dec. JOth, 1910.

—made of finest wheat
—washed and scoured

PHOTOGRAVURES

ONE YEAR

It. L.
In·

··

We intend to make this subscription season one
long to be remembered by our readers, hence this remarkable offer :
To every reader of this paper who will send NOW—

Each

in

Chas.

ecutor.

STANDARD

INSURANCE,

fa JJJ
taaZ

estimating

1

Mary L. Foster late of Paris, decease 1; pe-

—its Stott Standard

0 Hand Colored

TO-DAY—one

unincorporated

GREENHOUSE.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

2

for the c*tm.
1910, aa provided by law, made September
til
actual
of the County road* duly
located an t Ioiùmv,
οι*0 »
travel lying In
towu»hL
tracta of land hereinafter
County, for the purpose of mentioned 7v
dltloη of said roads and ascertaining the
the
needed to put the same in
repair m i» to U
and convenient for public
travel, an 1
Ing on said Inspection that said road» tt
wen «
good repair an·! not safe an 1
tui
purposes of public travel and thatconvenient
lie aeeea*e«i ou Bitu lamia fur the a tax
roads therein ; they do therefore rep&lr of nu
on the
ïtth ,«4T
of December, A. D. l'.dfl,
adjudge and
the following sums 1* assesse»! an<i unlet u^i
the »»n.e
hereby asseaaed upon the following Un U
Incorporated townships ami tract, of laolu 04.
uK.
lnafter mentioned, fur Hie
purpose o(
the roade passing through tliein
«purls,
during the
to wit:

trator.

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,

I'

I of Oxford, InCommlatlonen
the month of

follows:

tratrix.

South Parie.

me.

Tri*

riUlF. County

ON

Joseph Douglass lato of Porter, deceased ;
petition for ilcenec to sell and convey real
estate presented by George K. Davis, admlnls

PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS,

W. J. WHEELER &

SOUTH PARIS,

^

ON"

Send for Catalogue.

Block,

Dtetmu,
unt
lutT^ÎÎ

Part», within
the Mid County of
on the
of December, A. D.Oxford,
1910, being the rth
Mid month.

ira

MACHINES.

Pythian

•TATE op Maih»
E

Court o( County
lion, A. D. 1910,CommlMloier»,
held at

·■

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

HT*Fub3crif)tlnn- t*!:<-n

When buying a cougb medicine for
children bear in mind that Chamberlain's
Oingh Remedy is most effectuai for
colds, croup and whooping cough and
that it contains no harmful drug. For
sale by all dealers.

Constipation

1831

GENTLEMAN

as

ments

ESTABLISHED

THE
COUNTRY

more

Hewitt—"Does the climate agree with
your wife?"
Jewett—"That's more than I'd expeot
of any climate."

Commo^a-

tpteial

attack of croup
and cause of
mothers use it
Sold by all dealers.

successfully.

I

OXFORD,

VAf νηΐΛ S3I
ss

1911,
Andover West Surplus, f->r the
Frederick B. Dyer, the executor therein
,·
repairing that part of the County purp.*,.
mined.
road j»;
jng from Andover Corner to
tpton whH ^
Sarah E. Rose late of Canton, deceased ; Willi In aal<l Surplus the sum of
seventy
met
^
and petition for probate thereof presented bv and fifty cents Is assessed as followWilliam W. Bosi·, the executor therein mimed.
Mary L. Foster late of Paris, d· ceased; first
1
account presented for allowance b/ Lu'lan W.
Fo-ter, executor.
Thomas O. Jordan late of A lb ny, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by Anion
Henry W. Dunn, [art of home
U. Kean, exicutor.
stead.
t li5 â m
s
.Sophia <■. Blsbce late of Paris, deceased ; I The
Umbagog Pnper Co.,
llrst account presented for allowance by Henry
balance of township,
B. Koblnson, executor.
Sadl· Ι» Conant it ale, minors, of Rucktleld;
third and final account pretente 1 for allowance
And Henrv VV. Dunn of An lover Nona «η.
by Wilson 11. Conant, guardian.
plus Is appointed Agent to ip. rlnu-a i the m
of the same according t., la* u.
Austin J. Hayes late of Greenwood, di-ceas-1 penillture
to give bond as the law lirectl.
ed; petition tor allowance out of personal 1 repaired
estate presented by Alible S. Hayes, widow.
Andover North Surplu-, for the pun,w
repairing so much of the County w»f iu.1
Erra Marshall late of llebron, deceased;
A naover Corner to l'pton ifrom
log
lie/witT'·
petition or an allowarce out of personal 1 said
and also so mi.,
υ( the fi',.-!
estate presented by Eliza M. Marshall, widow. BrookSurplus,eo
read,
called, aa lies within «|·ι !»?
and
for
deceas-1
of
late
Greenwood,
permanent
J
Imprnun<ut 'oa ι»
Austin
plus,
Hayes
·' :
e«l ; petition for llcen.-e to sell and convey real State Itoad in aald Surplu», the
estate presented by Alible S. Hayes, admlnls-1 hundred and thirty one do:.ar« 1- a»*··.,,: !*
by

Design·
Copyright· Ac.

the croupy
Chamberlain's Cough

as

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

<·{ the re.ir coaches just before the
;tati· u is reached. Undoubtedly many
American Μ lists In England after
alighting ::t their destination have
been amazed to discover that the
roa< h which they occupied was still
beside them, while the locomotive and
ih" remainder of the train were now here to be seen.

When given

named.

E. Moore late of Rucktleld, deceased;
I John
will and petition for probate thereof presented

14

$500.

of the great railroad systems of England drops passenger coaches olY at
Intermediate stations without slowing
up the locomotive, even for a fraction
of a second, in its speed of sixty or
more mile ; an hour is callcd the "slip
coach" system and Is described In
Popular Mechanics. It Is a system
never tried in America and consists in

Organization.

eagle bearing

left ;

barn 40x60 with split stone
House needs
cellar under whole.

good

Wedding Fees In New York.
Large wedding fees are rare even in
New York. Fees of .$50 and .$100 are
considered large. The $1,000 fee when
it makes its appearance usually goes
to the rector of a wealthy congregation who enjoys a salary of $10.000 or
$12,000 a year. Larger fees are sometimes given. The man of wealth, actuated by a high regard for his pastor
his
and friend, occasionally gives
check for $2,000 or $3,000 under the
guise of a wedding fee. He wishes to
help the minister and knows the money
would not be accepted under any other
circumstances. Such gifts, it Is needless to say, are extremely rare. New
York has a few clergymen whose marriage fees average $1,2<K> a year. The
pastor of a large Presbyterian church
on Broadway has estimated that his
fees amount annually to $1,000. These
are topnoteh figures.—Christian Her-

committee, whose headquarters are fti
239 Broadway. New York.

Forming

growing pine

repairs, but can be made comfortable with small outlay. High
having ground, excellent view of whole vil-

plete this organization. Each department is controlled by a committee of
prominent citizens, who give t0 't
character. They commission state or
ganizatlons by charter, which In turn
commission county, city and town organizations. the whole organization nationally being directed by the nation*l

When the boys of a community de
sire to form a patrol of boy scouts the
procedure is simple. Π liree or Am1 men
form a committee and begin enroll
The next step is to procure
ment.
drillrausters from the national guard
or among the retired army officers
Then the work begins The boys, after
they are kept under observation foi
several weeks, are permitted to don
the uniform, which consists of khaki,
durable, well made, the hat, coat, legclngs, knickerbockers and haversack
being of the same material and color
Upon the left sleeve is worn the Amer
Tea η boy scout emblem and American

lots

to cut and

Dropping Coaches on the Run.
The Ingenious means by which one

Three cupfuls of sugar, whites of three
eggs, one cupful of chopped nut meats,
khaki clad youngone cupful of chopped figs and raisins. New York 10.0(H)
Dissolve the granulated sugar in a cup- sters turned out to celebrate the an
The marchful of boiling water and let it cook until niversnry of Columbus.
it spins a thread when dropped from a ers were divided luto many distinct
spoon. Whip the whites of tbe eggs brigades to show the scout in Ills varl
uutil they are very stiff; then pour the
There were
ou·» stages of progress.
sugar over them, beating continuously
scout bands,
until the mixture has been completed. cavalry corps, infantry,
Add the minced nut meats—pecans or bugle corps, bicycle corps and a lied
walnuts—and the chopped
tigs and Cross corps. The parade wits reviewraisins. Spread between the layers, as ed by Major General Frederick D.
the
sides of
around
well an on top and
it Is esGrant, United States army,
the cake.
timated that more than ΠΟΟ.ΟΟΟ specOLD FASHIONED FAKMEBS1 FBUIT CAKE. tators saw the boy scouts In martial
One cupful of butter or lard, two cup- array.
fuls of sugar, two cupfuls of molasses,
two cupfuls of dried apples, one pound
Boy Scouts In the Field.
of currants, one pound of prunes, two
When the boy scouts go Into the
two
of
cinnamon,
teaspoonteaspoonfuls
learn
fuls of macc, one-half teaspoonful of country on expeditions they
clove, one-half teaspoonful of allspice, many useful tiling» The use of the
two teaspoonfuls of baking soda, four compass and the ability to find shelter
cupfule of flour, one and one-half cupfuls in a storm are among the early inDf raisins. Stone the prunes and seed structions.
They must learn to cook
the raisins, and, if possible use sun-dried
and provide their food where possible,
apples, as the old-fasbioned housewife to
sleep In the open and be prepared
used to do. Cook the apples, prunes,
molasses and spices together for one to eat course food. They are shown
bour; then mix with the other ingre- how to build bridges and boats, to
iients and beat thoroughly. Bake in a scale mountains. cIlmlMrees and know
loaf in a very slow oven for one hour. ill»· stars
by night so as to find their
Such a cake will keep almost indefiniteBesides,
way through the darkness.
ly and will improve with age.
they must know how to rescue a
JAM

Took the Oath of Offiee Abroad, but
Did Not Liv· to 8«rv·.
William Kufus Kluf, born April β,
Ι7Μ0. died April 18, 1853, was a vice
president of the United States who
never served In that capacity and one

ald.

FILLING.

Do yon know that fully nine ont of
A broom-maker say· that the life and
very ten cacea of rheumatism are limply
lolency of my broom wonld be almost
heumatiam of tbe muscle· dne to cold
mbled
If I put a pencil-mark on one
r damp, or chronic rheumatism, and ;
of the handle and then used alter·
equlre no internal treatment whatever? '■ le
te aide· a day. This wonld make the
ipply Chamberlain'· Liniment freely ,j»
ud see how qniokly it give· relief. For, bl oom wear evenly and keep the straw· 1
lie by all dealer·.
j,l ralght.

/

uniforms of khaki.

It Is also a movement
manhood
tbe baking soda in the buttermilk, and education for the lads of the nation, to
tbe chocolate in two-thirds of a cupful of
give them better Ideals and better disbot water, stirring until all the lamps
of themselves.
have disappeared. When the butter bas cipline
been creamed and tbe sugar sifted, mix
them and add the eggs well beaten, and
Growth of the Boy Scouts.
then the other ingredients. Beat until
The organization of the boy scouts
thoroughly mixed, adding a teaspoouful In this country Is already far advancof vanilla as flavoring. Half a cupful of
ed. England has ίΐου.υου boys enlisted,
chopped nut meats, addod to the batter,
States are
give a unique delicacy of flavor to the and the lads of the United
cake. Bake in loaf or layer form.
Joining the movement so rapidly that
they bid fair soon to surpass the EngCOCOANUT CAKE.
Recently in
lish army in numbers.
of
a
of
two
Half cupful
butter,
cupfule
of
six
whites
of
one
cupful
eggs,
sugar,
milk, three cupfuls of flour, two teaone teaof
cream
of
tartar,
spoonfuls
spoonful of baking soda, one cupful of
grated cocoanut. Cream tbe butter and
blend it with the sifted sugar; beat the
whites of tbe eggs very stiff, and add
with the sweet milk and the cocoanut;
Anally add the flour, with which the
and the baking soda
cream of tartar
have been sifted. Beat until thoroughly
mixed, and hake in layer tins. Place
tbe layers together with a cocoanut Ailing between them. Frost the top layer
or cover with the cocoanut filling.

Medicines that aid nature are always
Chamberlain's Cough
most effectual.
Remedy acts on this plan. It allays the
When in a hurry, if hot water is not
rough, relieves the lungs, opens the sejretions and aids nature io restoring the g ; hand, do not take time to blanoh alThon·
condition.
a
to
0 iond· or peach kernels in the usual
healthy
lystem
way
land· have testified to Us superior ex· b y ponrlng boiling water over them and
jellence. Sold by all dealer·.
r, ibbing the akina off.
Jnst split the nut
ith a thin, sharp knife, and the akina
off
with
01
ϊώ
be
peeled
very little trouble.
He—So Kate believe· in women votng and -being elected to political office
he same as men.
She—Tee, and she say· ahe would
isve the hand-shaking by oonatitnanta
hanged to klsslag.

the boy scouts are familiar figures as
tbey march along together clad in their

The American boy scout movement,
DEVIL FOOD CASK.
Is
One-half cupful of butter, two cupful· like that of its British prototype,
of sugar, two eggs, one-half cupfal of but- one of character building In the youth

Each sentence contains a one syllable
word whose Initial helps to spell the
hidden name. If the words are rightly chosen and written one below another the initials spelling the state will

makinj

«tor

cupful

beaten eggs, and beat until smooth.
Flavor to taste with vanilla, or lemon,
and bake in cups or muffin rings, or, if
preferred, in loaf or lajer tins.

No. 1188.—Hidden State Puzzle.
The name of a state which lies below the Mason and Dixon line Is hidden In the following seven sentences.

cleanest skimmer·, easiest

money,

THE AMERICAN
BOY SCOUTS.

butter, two capful· of
tbut meets his spirit of
three cupfule of flour, two tea- organization
spoonfuls of baking powder, one cupful adventure. That Is why the boy scout
of milk, four eggs. Cream tbe batter movement has far outstripped in popuand add tbe sugar, after it baa been siftaud rapidity of growth every
ed. Add tbe baking powder to tbe flour larity
in
and sift together several times. Mix the other public enterprise originated
ingredients, adding the milk and well· recent years. Wherever you go today

—Youth's Companion.

Interlocking Style

U. S. SEPARATORS
.ire

Cake and Cake Making.

One
■ugar,

II.
I often stand beside your bed.
You know me by my coat of red.
Yet when I'm faint 1 turn quite blue,
Yet often I am yellow too.
You like to have me when you read.
And yet I give you fear Indeed.
I have a city swallowed up
Or lived In vestal virgin's cup.
With warrior's torch I've been afleld,
In battle saw the weaker yield.
Behind the army I've laid waste.
Yet near the sufferer 1 am placed.

United States Separator.

Pun American World's Record proves it,

I? Ι

Oorreapoadeaoe on topic· of Interest to the ladle·
U aoDclted. Addreu: Editor Hokduuii'
Colukh, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me.

CUP CAKE.

No. 1187.—Riddle·.
L
I pass you quickly on the way;
In an affray;
back
I U.rust you
I hold apart two things you say
And stop your writing on the way.

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
By using

HOMEMAKEKS COLUMN.

'L.

U.S.

US

and consider your

PROBATE NOTICES·
To all penou Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
for
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In and
the County of Oxford, on the third Tueaday of
one
thousand
Lord
our
of
In
the
December.
year
nine hundred and ten. the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It le hereby Oederxd :
That notice thereof bo given to all person· Inbe
terested, by causing a copy of this order toOxthe
published three aweek* successively Inat South
published
ford Democrat, newspaper
Paris, In said County, that they mar appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said f'arls, on
the third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1911, at nine
of the clock In the forenoon, and be board thereon If they see cause :
Solomon S. How· late of Boston, Massaachu'etts, deceased : copy of wl'l and ρ tltlon
for probate th reof presented by George F.
Stebblns, the executor thereof.
Marshal 1 β. Strout late of Canton, deceased ; :
will and petition for probate thereof presented 1
by Phllura S. Strout, the exccutrlx therein

Abandoned Farm

VICE PRESIOENT KING.

IEN WANTED.
—

«' «

AufooiobHc
w-ι

need men to train !n three
^e
Ions paying $20 ru |3u weekly.

L-. U'f
Ka»r

Ρ

»^j

·*:
Prirlni"r

ort hours, tirent tlemand now.
ΚI re years of surcess.
wge work.

Port\iùà Auto ioapW)·

Ponkud.

3-2-2S Ή
Largaat

S'ock of

»ath Boom

TWinmifl?3

Towel lttvk. St»ap
town.
ith Seat·, etc.
Special low
•M Shelve· for Qhristujas

M.

LONGÎ EY,

C\

Holder·,
ο»
price

1

Norwft,

